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 Electric Vehicles (EVs) in India

Electric Vehicles are vehicles that are powered by electric power. The sig-

nificant transition from Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) to Electric Vehi-

cles will have many gains for our country. Some of  these gains can be the lower

total cost of ownership for EV users compared to ICE vehicles; jobs creation

and resultant value-add generation in EV powertrain, battery and charger

manufacturing, and electricity generation sector; savings with the reduction in

the crude oil import bill; and reduction in air pollution and emission of green-

house gases.

Of course, the trade-offs will be jobs loss and value-add loss in the oil

production sector and ICE powertrain manufacturing activity; and loss in cen-

tral and state government revenue from the sale of  petrol and diesel. But some

of the ways to tackle these challenges are to further increase in value-addition

and employment from battery recycling, telematics products and services, instal-

lation and operation of  EV charging and battery swapping infrastructure,

distribution and sale of  electricity, construction of  giga-factories; pre-emptive

action to diversify sources of  revenue for central and state governments.

The Government must adopt training and skilling initiatives to create a

workforce that can cater to the needs of EV manufacturing. There is huge job

opportunity for 'after sales services' of  electric vehicles. The focus should be

also on promoting public transport parallel with promoting electric mobility to

realize the full benefits of EV transition. A majority of trips and passenger

travel demand must be met by public transport and non-motorized transport

options such as walking and cycling.

— Kumar Gaurav, Samastipur, Bihar

India has been the land

of education and knowl-

edge. We have not con-

fined education to

bookish knowledge, but

have seen it as a holis-

tic experience of life.
Narendra Modi
Prime Minister, Bharat

‘One class-one TV

channel’ programme of

PM eVIDYA will be ex-

panded from 12 to 200

TV channels. This will

enable all states to pro-

vide supplementary ed-

ucation in regional lan-

guages for classes 1-12.
Nirmala Sitharaman

Finance Minister, Bharat

Looking at the dangers

to national security, the

menace of money laun-

dering and other relat-

ed jeopardies emanat-

ing from the transac-

tions in cryptos, ban on

private crypto curren-

cies is the only solution.
Dr. Ashwani Mahajan

National Co-convenor, SJM
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EDITORIAL

Politics of freebies
In the next few weeks, elections are going to be held in five states of India, including Uttar Pradesh, the

largest state in terms of  population. In elections, it is common for political parties to woo voters, and for that

many promises are made by these parties to the voters. In general, the subjects of  law and order, education,

health, civic amenities, roads (local to state highways), industry, agriculture etc. remain the responsibility of  the

state governments. If  the political parties make promise of  a better governance it makes sense; but nowadays

the promise of better governance has taken a back seat. And now all the political parties believe in wooing

voters by offering freebies after elections. Recently, Akhilesh Yadav, the chief  of  Samajwadi Party, a major

political party of Uttar Pradesh, has said that if his party comes to power, free electricity up to 300 units will

be given to every household. In other states also political parties are offering similar types of freebies to the

voters.

In Delhi, the Aam Aadmi Party, in its election promise, had earlier promised to reduce the electricity bills

to consumers using electricity up to two hundred units and subsequently subsidised bill upto 400 units a

month. Similarly water bills are made zero, upto a certain limit. Along with this, free travel for women in local

transport was also promised. It is believed that due to this, the Aam Aadmi Party got a big gain in the elections.

In the same way, today every political party seems to be making mockery of  democracy by way of

wooing the voters through offering freebies. In the elections in Punjab too, the same political party (Aam

Aadmi Party) has promised Rs 1,000 per month to every woman above the age of  18 years. In the same

Punjab elections, Akali Dal has promised Rs 2,000 per month to each blue card holder women. Similarly, in

the 2017 election manifesto, the Congress party had promised to give Rs 2,500 to every unemployed youth

apart from loan waiver for farmers.

It is worth mentioning that all those states in which political parties are announcing such freebies in

elections are already in huge debt. It is natural that the condition of these states is likely to worsen further due

to spending more than their capacity and distributing freebies, due to which there may be a deterioration in the

level of  civic and social services in these states, including health, education, roads, transportation, sanitation,

agricultural development, industrial development etc. For example, the total debt on Punjab is about Rs 2.83

lakh crore, while that on Uttar Pradesh it is Rs 6.53 lakh crore. Similarly, the debt of  Andhra Pradesh is Rs 3.99

lakh crore. However, in all these states, political parties are competing with each other, in announcing freebies

in elections, the condition of those states may be worse than before.

It can be said that the competition to distribute money in freebies for winning elections is actually affect-

ing the civic and social services in the states, which cannot be justified under any circumstances. In this way,

Arvind Kejriwal's Delhi government has been at the forefront in distributing freebies and spending heavily on

publicity of  that policy. But it is also true that this government has not built any new infrastructure, hospital,

college or school during its rule. It is believed that the entire focus of his government is on garnering votes by

distributing freebies. Further, this trend is also fatal for our democratic system. In a democracy, political parties

and candidates are required to be elected on the basis of  their merits and demerits. But influencing voters by

luring them is against the basic spirit of  democracy.

History is witness that freebies' politics in many countries has ruined those countries. Somewhere in the

name of  socialism, and in the name of  relief  elsewhere, such tactics have been used to woo votes. In recent

years, the example of  Venezuela is before us. In the year 2013, the country which stood in the category of

developed countries, is facing bankruptcy today. It's seen that the politics of  freebies is basically responsible

for their fall. European countries also spend hugely in the name of  social security. Due to this, their financial

situation is significantly impacted. Today, most of  the European countries, which were filthy rich in the past,

are under the burden of huge debt. It's time for people all over the globe to give a rethinking to the politics

of  freebies.
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Big Leap Forward for Post Covid Recovery

We can definitely

say that this

budget is not a

populist one and

is futuristic with a

focus on

development for

the next 25 years.

Dr. Ashwani

Mahajan

With relatively comfortable position of  Union Government’s exchequer, it was

obvious for middle class to expect some relief  in personal income tax, farmers

to get a hike in ‘Kisan Samman Nidhi’ and corporate sector to get even unwar-

ranted relief in taxation. However, the Finance Minister belying all such hopes,

retained status quo and decided not to go for populism and refused to fall into

the arguments of  corporate’s mirage of  investments. By now the government has

fully realised that despite all efforts of luring corporates the necessary investment

is not forthcoming from them, and the country cannot afford to wait for them

any more. In view of the decline in economic activities during Covid, it was

imperative to raise investment in the country, especially in the infrastructure sector,

to take the economy on the path of  fast mode recovery.

If we see budgets of the last two-three decades, the governments had been

washing their hands off from capital expenditure. It seemed that perhaps the

entire responsibility of  capital investment was of  the private sector. It was thought

that foreign investment can make up for every shortcoming, be it investment,

technology development, employment or export. But despite all the efforts for

the last almost one decade, public as well as private capital investment has been

on decline, as percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

However, there has been a change in the thinking of the government in the

last few years and it has started investing capital in many sectors including infra-

structure, with a ultra huge target of infrastructure investment of 100 lakh crores

in 5 years, including from private sector. Need was also felt to increase both

public and private investment to revive the economy hit by Corona. Due to

Corona, the government’s finances were in doldrums, both due to dip in revenue

and because of commitment for much higher expenditure on relief, health, in-

cluding vaccination and also the stimulus package for the economy. It was not

possible then, to raise funds for investment. But thanks to the 9.2 percent growth

in the current fiscal year, there has been a significant increase in GST receipts as

well as direct taxes. Taking full advantage of  this fiscal space, capital expenditure

(capex) was increased in the current financial year and in the coming year also a

CIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORCIOVER STORYYYYY
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provision of  Rs.7. 50 lakh crores

has been made, up by 35 percent

compared to current fiscal, which

is 19 percent of the budget. This

is probably the highest ever Capex

in the last 30 years.

In this situation, while avoid-

ing populist policies, the Finance

Minister has opted to provide suf-

ficient allocation for ‘PM Gati

Shakti’ Project, which aims at co-

ordinated development of various

types of infrastructure so that the

country’s work efficiency is in-

creased and logistic cost for busi-

nesses be reduced. Provision has

been made for various types of

infrastructure including digital in-

frastructure, infrastructure for ed-

ucation, drinking water and hous-

ing for the poor. We can definitely

say that this budget is not a popu-

list one and is futuristic with a fo-

cus on development for the next

25 years.

Agriculture development

Since the years of Green Rev-

olution, chemical farming was pro-

moted in the country, due to which

agricultural production did increase

in the country, but at the same time,

the cost of  farming also increased

and unwanted chemicals including

pesticides entered our food plate.

For some time, the emphasis of

the government has been towards

chemical-free farming. Provision

has been made in this budget for

promotion of  natural farming,

zero budget farming and organic

farming, taking forward the goal

of  chemical-free farming. We have

been going through excessive pro-

duction of food grains and short-

age of oilseeds, due to which the

country’s dependence on import-

ed edible oils is very high. Provi-

sion has been made in the budget

to rectify the same by encouraging

production of  oilseeds. Although

the farmers’ agitation is over, to

improve the condition of the

farmers, provision was needed to

ensure remunerative price for their

produce, which has got place in the

budget.

Protection of domestic in-
dustry

In the era of globalization,

protection had become a dirty

word. Due to the obsession for

globalization, tariffs were constant-

ly reduced, causing unprecedented

increase in imports, especially from

China. The manufacturing sector

of the country was almost de-

stroyed. Our API industry was fin-

ished due to the gimmicks adopt-

ed by China, the electronic indus-

try almost died in its infancy, the

chemical industry was also badly

hit. How the small scale industries

suffered, is known to all. Country

was imposing nearly 10 percent of

average tariff, which was hardly

one fourth of bound tariffs rates

in WTO. Even before Corona, in

his budget presented in February

2018, the former Finance Minister

of the Modi government, Arun

Jaitley, had announced hike in tar-

iff from 10 percent to 20 percent,

for protection of  India’s electron-

ics and telecom industry. After that

this prudent policy of protection

continued. During the Corona pe-

riod, the government outlined the

goal of self-reliant India, modify-

ing its own ‘Make in India’ policy

announced earlier. Production

Linked Incentives (PLI) scheme was

launched by identifying 14 sectors

which have been affected the most

due to imports. Last month, a $10

billion support was also announced

to manufacture semiconductors in

the country. All this happened for

the protection and promotion of

the industries of  the country.

Continuing this policy in the

present budget as well, the govern-

ment has announced hike in tariffs.

A special allocation of Rs 19,500

crore has also been made in the

budget to promote the production

of  solar energy equipment in the

country.

Though, push for capital ex-

penditure and protection and pro-

motion of domestic industry is

also likely to create employment,

limited efforts towards promotion

of small scale industry is a cause

of major concern in the budget.

Promotion of self employment in

the country, should be the first pri-

ority for both central as well as state

government. For this Entrepre-

neurship Development Programs

(EDPs) can help. Further govern-

ment can infuse more funds and

seed capital for small businesses to

motivate youth to start their own

enterprises. Entrepreneurship De-

velopment Centre (EDCs) can also

be established in each district of

the country. In this regard enhanced

lending to MSME sector by ex-

tending the guarantee cover for

such loans is a welcome move.

Although, the budget has

taxed the income from the virtual

digital assets at the rate of 30 per-

cent and gift of virtual digital asset

will also be taxed at the hands of

recipients, looking at the dangers

of  national security, the menace of

money laundering and other relat-

ed dangers emanating from the

transactions in cryptos ban on pri-

vate crypto currencies is the only

solution. However, the announce-

ment of the issue of Central Bank

Digital Currency (CBDC) is a wel-

come move.     qq
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There are several

firsts about

Budget 2022-23.

The first of the

firsts is that this is

the only Budget in

recent memory

when the finance

minister’s speech

was not disturbed

even once.

S. Gurumurthy

COVER STORYCOVER STORYCOVER STORYCOVER STORYCOVER STORY

There are several firsts about Budget 2022-23. The first of the firsts is that this is
the only Budget in recent memory when the finance minister’s speech was not dis-

turbed even once. The usual shoutings for this or that segment, or for states were

absent. Second, this is the first pre-election Budget that has completely avoided
populist lure for votes in an election season. Third, Rahul Gandhi ran into the car

unusually without saying a word against the Budget, and an hour later sent an accu-

satory tweet that his advisers had prepared. Fourth, expecting it to contain huge
freebies for poll-bound states, the Opposition, which had kept narratives ready to

attack the Budget as a vote-catching exercise, was shocked by the contrast of cuts in

freebies like in MGNREGA, food subsidy, fertiliser subsidy; that forced it to rush to
change its narrative to charge the Budget as anti-poor. Fifth, the Budget speech,

framed in a language entirely different from that the Opposition is accustomed to,

also seems to have flummoxed the Opposition into silence. Sixth, the digitally read
budget also digitally integrates the nation from villages to farming to post offices to

finance to infrastructure to land registrations, to tax collections to railways, to road-

ways, to waterways to logistics to currency – into the largest single national computer.
Seventh, digital currency that will be introduced by the RBI is yet another first. Eighth,

the annual exercise of  Budget has been psychologically transformed into the centena-

ry Budget of Independent India. This made it difficult for the Opposition to attack the
Budget the way it would trash a normal Budget. An economist with psychological

background, not a pure economist, seems to have strategised the Budget narrative.

People’s spending hesitancy
An important point that seems to have shaped the Budget philosophy and

narrative is the rising household financial savings. Pre-Budget data showed that house-
hold financial savings for 2021 is up by over Rs 7 lakh crore, but the household debt

is up by just Rs 18,000 crore. Even in Rs 45 crore-plus marginalised people’s banks

accounts in the Jan-Dhan Yojana, the deposits went up by Rs 39,000 crore in just
nine months from April 2021 to January 2022. The rising cash savings clearly indi-

cated people’s spending hesitancy, which is likely to last till the pandemic is over. This

persuaded the finance minister not to go against their current psychology by efforts
like tax and interest cuts, to force them to spend. For, even if  she put money in

people’s pockets, they may not spend. This fundamental point is not much noticed in

the Budget debate. It seems to have forced the finance minister to opt for more
public spending. 

Public spending instead 
With the economy having taken a drubbing in 2020-21 and just beginning to

look up in 2021-22 on the income side of the Budget, obviously the finance minister

did not want to take high risks on the revenue expenditure side. So, she rightly opted

for government-led demand to push the economy. With huge private savings avail-
able to back public spending, the finance minister decided to up the capital spend by

34% to lift the economy, which would mean letting some Rs 2 lakh crore to create

demand for goods as productive money in people’s hands. Indeed a sensible decision
in the backdrop of retail inflation levels beyond comfort. On top of the capital

spend, the finance minister extended the credit guarantees for MSMEs by one more

Budget 2022-23 – A huge turning point
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year to ensure that they do not suf-

fer for want of  capital for business.

The FM focused more on putting
productive money into the system

than giving unproductive freebies to

the people.

Prudent yet adequate
The spendings provided in the

Budget are prudent but adequate.
Public capital spend Rs 7.5 lakh crore,

housing allocation Rs 48,000 crore,

interest-free loan to state government

for infra spend Rs 1,00,000 crore,

rural jobs guarantee Rs 78,000crore,

Jal Jeevan Mission Rs 60,000 crore –

to mention some significant items –

are all cash driven whose velocity is

bound to lift the economy. The FM

rightly preferred to be prudent con-

sidering that in uncertain times the

government would need elbow

room to provide for any crisis aris-

ing out of another Covid wave –

like it happened in 2020-21 – when

the rural employment guarantee bud-

get almost tripled and provision for

free ration hit the roof. 

Avoiding risky populism 

The FM clearly avoided risks

that could have had a spiralling ad-

verse effect. Had she risked more

inflation and gone populist she could

have hiked the MGNREGA outlay,

food subsidy and fertiliser subsidy

by some Rs 50,000 crore to put

money into people’s hands to win

acclaim and get votes, and cut the

capital allocation by like amount. But

that would hurt the economy, not

help the people ultimately. Also the

Modi government should be com-

plimented for not going for freebies

particularly when elections are being

fiercely fought in the most populous

Uttar Pradesh, results of which can

have adverse impact on the credibil-

ity of the Modi government and its

winnability in 2024. It would have

required enormous political will for

Modi to resist the temptation of us-

ing Budget for votes.

Shocking deficit in debate 
A shocking deficit in the ongo-

ing national Budget discourse is the

national security aspect absent in it.
Conventionally, Budget debates are

dominated by economy, trade, fi-

nance, business and politics. But de-
spite the nation facing the possibili-

ty of two-front wars from early

2020, participants in the Budget
debates do not seem to have been

conscious of it. There is thus no

serious discussion about the adequa-
cy of the allocation for defence.

While critics of the Budget shed

tears for the salaried class, middle
class, farmers and the poor, none

of them has even cared to say a

word about whether the defence al-
location should be more or less.

There has been a substantial rise in

defence spending in three years,
from Rs 3.05 lakh crore to Rs 3.85

crore 2022-23. In addition, defence
pension of Rs 1.20 lakh crore. De-

fence allocation at over Rs 5 lakh

crore is the single largest item of
spending in the Budget. Yet it is the

least noticed, much less discussed.

An aspect that deserves to be point-
ed out is the policy focus in the

Budget on increasing the share of

indigenous production in the pro-
curement. The indigenous produc-

tion in defence capital procurement

has been increased from 58% to
68%. This is a major step to advance

long term national security and also

leverage on defence production for
jobs and technology development as

also exports. The Modi regime has

been growing the domestic defence
industry for seven years. Had it not

focused on indigenous production

and procurement, the country would
not have been able to export Brah-

mos missiles for $600 million to the

Philippines. 

Cover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover Story

2047 – aiming long  
The Budget aims long into the

future, with a helicopter view. It lays
the foundation to turn national gov-

ernance, integrating the Central and

state government functions for com-
mon good, capturing the entire na-

tional physical, economic, financial,

technological domains in one large
national computer. If  this massive

digitisation agenda is achieved, it will

put an end to most of the evils, in-
cluding leaks in the economy, in gov-

ernment spending and stop corrup-

tion that damages the nation’s phys-
ical and economic security, besides

impairing national political morali-

ty. This would not have been easy
to achieve but for the monumental

steps taken by the Modi government

like the 45 crore Jan-Dhan Yojana
bank accounts, direct benefit trans-

fer and Mudra credit. And nothing

would have been possible but for
the huge political cost it incurred in

forcing the much maligned demon-
etisation. The demonetisation, which

introduced and habituated people

and the system to digital financial
life and formalised the economy, in

retrospect instituted the biggest in-

tangible asset of the nation – for-
mal and digital economy. It helped

dramatically to increase the share of

the formal economy. According to
an SBI study, the informal econo-

my. which was 52% before demon-

etisation is down to some 15-20%.
That is the foundation on which the

Modi government is launching the

ambitious India 2047 Project in this
Budget. In this sense, this is not just

a Budget for a year but one that

transcends governments – for any
future government to continue to

work on. In sum, Budget 2022-23,

which transforms normal narratives,
is a huge turning point for future

India. qq

S Gurumurthy: Editor, Thuglak, and
commentator on economic and political affairs
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Futuristic Budget 2022-23

Definitely, this

budget is not a

popular budget

and no way can be

called as an

election budget. It

is a budget for

Futuristic growth.

Anil Javalekar

Budgets are becoming more and more thought provoking and loosing its

glamor in the process. Earlier, budgets were waited for days to come expect-

ing tax and tariff reliefs and announcements of popular welfare and direct ben-

efit schemes. The urban middleclass additionally expected some rail travel con-

cessions and reduction in prices of  their favorite consumer goods. Industrialists

waited for incentives for more profits and cheap financial facilities apart from

low excise duties for their products. Farmers also waited for loan waivers and

additional concessional loans and increased subsidies on agriculture inputs. All this

has now gone and this budget for 2022-23, talked nothing of sort, not even

mentioned anything in the budget speech, forget giving some relief somewhere

to some. The budget, however, can be termed as futuristic as it talks more about

future and strategizing for better. This budget, therefore, needs to be analyzed for

its strategies for future and not for its popular announcements.

The vision
The good part of this government is that it is remembering its promises

made in election manifestoes and doing something to fulfil it. The Finance min-

ster, therefore, in this budget, tried to define her party’s ‘vision’ and promised to

achieve certain of  its goals during the Amrit Kaal period of  next 25 years. The

certain goals defined were, Complementing the macro-economic level growth

focus with a micro-economic level all-inclusive welfare focus, promoting digital

economy & fintech, technology enabled development, energy transition, and cli-

mate action, and relying on virtuous cycle starting from private investment with

public capital investment helping to crowd-in private investment.

Economy is back on rail
Good news is that Indian economy survived the crisis forced by pandemic

and now on recovery track. Indian economy is expected to witness real GDP

expansion of 9.2 per cent in 2021-22 after contracting in 2020-21. Agriculture

and allied sectors have been the least impacted by the pandemic and the sector is

expected to grow by 3.9 per cent in 2021-22 after growing 3.6 per cent in the

previous year. The industry (including mining and construction) will rise by 11.8

per cent in 2021-22 after contracting by 7 per cent in 2020- 21. The Services

sector has been the hardest hit by the pandemic, especially segments that involve

human contact and now estimated to grow by 8.2 per cent this financial year

following last year’s 8.4 per cent contraction. Exports of  both goods and servic-

es have been good in 2021-22 and imports are also recovering. India’s balance of

payments remained in surplus throughout the last two years helping to accumu-

late foreign exchange reserves (they stood at US$ 634 billion on 31st December

2021). This is equivalent to 13.2 months of merchandise imports and is higher

than the country’s external debt.

One solution-GatiShakti and its seven Engines
This Budget seeks to lay the foundation and give a blueprint to steer the

Cover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover Story
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economy over the next 25 years

and seems to give one solution for

all the problems of  economy.  The

solution is ‘GatiShakti and its sev-

en engines’.  The PM ‘GatiShakti

as described by FM is a transfor-

mative approach for economic

growth and sustainable develop-

ment and is driven by seven en-

gines, namely, Roads, Railways,

Airports, Ports, Mass Transport,

Waterways, and Logistics Infra-

structure. All the seven engines are

expected to pull forward the econ-

omy in unison. These engines are

supported by the complementary

roles of  Energy Transmission, IT

Communication, Bulk Water &

Sewerage, and Social Infrastruc-

ture. This GatiShakti approach is

expected to solve most problems

of economy and create huge job

and entrepreneurial opportunities

for all, especially the youth.

GatiShakti approach

The GatiShakti Master Plan

will be focusing on planning, fi-

nancing, including through innova-

tive ways, use of  technology, and

speedier implementation and will

help raise productivity and accel-

erate economic growth and devel-

opment. For this, the Expressways

will be formulated in 2022-23 to

facilitate faster movement of peo-

ple and goods; the data exchange

among all mode operators will be

brought on Unified Logistics In-

terface Platform (ULIP) so to pro-

vide for efficient movement of

goods through different modes,

reducing logistics cost and time,

assisting just-in-time inventory

management, and in eliminating

tedious documentation; Contracts

for implementation of Multimo-

dal Logistics Parks will be award-

ed; Cargo Terminals for multimo-

dal logistics facilities will be devel-

oped and National Ropeways

Development Programme will be

taken up on PPP mode.

Financing “GatiShakti and
seven engines’

It is understandable that if all

the seven engines of ‘GatiShakti’

move forward, all the sector of the

economy will be benefited wheth-

er it is agriculture, industry or ser-

vices. The point was to check the

source of financing the forward

movement of  seven engines. The

FM talked  of some innovative

ways to finance this. FM, howev-

er, agreed that the virtuous cycle

of investment requires public in-

vestment to crowd-in private in-

vestment. And for this, the outlay

for capital expenditure in the Union

Budget has been stepped up sharp-

ly by 35.4 per cent from Rs 5.54

lakh crore in the current year to Rs

7.50 lakh crore in 2022-23. The

resources to be raised were mainly

through market borrowings.

Green bonds for green infrastruc-

ture, thematic funds for blended

finance with the government share

limited to 20 per cent, private cap-

ital at a significant scale, enhance-

ment of ‘Scheme for Financial

Assistance to States for Capital In-

vestment’ are expected to help. The

fifty-year interest free loans, over

and above the normal borrowings

have also been allowed to the state

for the purpose.

Budget for futuristic growth
Definitely, this budget is not a

popular budget and no way can

be called as an election budget. It

is a budget for Futuristic growth.

The budget defined the goal of

Inclusive Development along with

Productivity Enhancement & In-

vestment, Sunrise Opportunities,

Energy Transition, and Climate

Action and desired that PM

GatiShakti and its seven engines

will help achieve it in the coming

25 years. The financing of  these

investments has also been given

importance. The budget proposed

to fuel ‘GatiShakti’ engines to

speed-up and help Indian econo-

my achieve its goal of inclusive

development. Thus, the budget is

for futuristic growth and not lim-

ited to one year though plan to ini-

tiate certain programmes towards

in the current year. This apart, all

the ongoing programmes and

schemes will continue to be there

in the current year and budget

2022-23 provided for the same

with marginal changes.

Need More resources
Economic development basi-

cally needs resources, financial or

otherwise, and budget is the instru-

ment that help to raise those re-

sources. The budget has not at-

tempted much towards this end

and relied on market borrowing

worth 12 lakh cr. The tragic part is

that the Government is becoming

more and more a welfare state and

spending more on welfare schemes

and consuming more resources for

its own expenses. The revenue def-

icit has remained a major concern.

Inflation may pose a serious chal-

lenge in coming years if fiscal defi-

cit continues to be at high level. True,

the budget maintained its popular-

ity by not raising taxes. It is, there-

fore, to be seen how much “Gatishak-

ti’ will help achieve the growth goals

of all sectors of economy and how

many of its seven engines get a

good start and take speed sufficient

to catch up with the desired goals

of promised vision.       qq

Cover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover Story
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Budget 2022 Synchronizes Technology
and Nature in Agriculture

The Budget 2022

speech of the

finance minister is

the red signal to

such companies

who have been

fooling us for a

long time. And,

because of

multilateral

international

trade agreements,

we had failed to

shut down their

businesses.

Alok Singh

The budget presented by the union finance minister on 1 February 2022 sets

the mission and vision of  the Indian agriculture sector. It admits the role of

nature and technology in human civilization. It balances the necessity with the

restraint. Its mission is sustainable life. Its vision is to march ahead with the latest

technology. The good days of  farmers are visible.

The keywords “Kisan drones” and “Zero Budget Natural Farming” reflects

the competence of  the nation to lead the world. We are a nation that believes in

creating advanced technologies and at the same time preserving nature and de-

coding traditional knowledge.

Modern knowledge on many occasions has attempted to control nature

while the direction of modern knowledge should be to decode the knowledge

hidden within nature. Great scientists had got great ideas from nature itself. They

understood nature and came up with logical and scientific knowledge. The cur-

rent Covid19 pandemic is the outcome of misadventure with nature in a Chinese

laboratory at Wuhan. The Chinese authorities had created controversy about the
laboratory leak theory but all the logic and scrutinization of the circumstances

point that it is a result of mistreating the knowledge of Mother Nature. The

naming of  any phenomenon is helpful in tracing its history. Geographical Indica-

tion is labeled to a product to link its characteristics with a particular place, cli-

mate, agricultural zone, or anything related to the geography of its origin. Geo-

graphical indication in agricultural products is of much higher importance. It

captures the identity of  the food product as well as motivates to preserve it.

Many seeds are in danger because of  the intervention of  laboratory seeds.

Genetically Modified seeds-producing companies are the culprits. These big com-

panies produce seeds, produces fertilizers, produce insecticides, produce pesti-

cides for farmers and act as a complementing business partner to other big phar-

Cover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover StoryCover Story
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maceutical companies which pro-

duce medicines. These big compa-

nies compete, collaborate, and co-

operate among themselves to kill

the relevance of  the natural farm-

ing of particular agricultural climat-

ic zones and offer a suicidal sub-

stitute to the farmers, and the con-

sumers. The farmers and the con-

sumers need to be alert and edu-

cated. The course correction has

started.

The revision of the courses

and the syllabi of the agriculture

universities send the message to

discard the outdated and failed sci-

ence and replace it with the upcom-

ing and nature-friendly knowledge.

 The agriculture universities have

come up with many disruptive

seeds and technologies which has

failed as agriculture practices and

gifted the human and animal pop-

ulation with diseases to the con-

sumers and poverty to the farm-

ers. It’s time for such failed prod-

ucts to go away. The finance min-

ister mentioned specifically revis-

ing the knowledge base of the ag-

riculture university but it will have

a cascading effect on medical uni-

versities, engineering institutes, and

management institutes. It will force

the chemical engineers and chemi-

cal scientists to revisit the goal of

synthetic chemical fertilizers and

replace them with organic ma-

nures. It will force the management

institutes to come up with supply

chain models and warehousing lay-

outs to meet the characteristics of

organic produce. It will encourage

the agriculture financial service pro-

viders to develop customized fi-

nancial products for the organic

farmers and the related stakehold-

ers. Organic farming will change

the dynamics of the soil and re-

gain its natural strength. The ani-

mal kingdom will also find its role

acknowledged correctly in pro-

ducing foods.

The Budget 2022 speech of

the finance minister is the red sig-

nal to such companies who have

been fooling us for a long time.

And, because of multilateral inter-

national trade agreements, we had

failed to shut down their business-

es. We should not forget that six

months ago the manipulated inter-

national trade rules had denied us

access to Cobvid19 related vaccine

licenses. But thankfully our own

homegrown pharmacy company,

Bharat Biotech successfully offered

us the best vaccine against the Cov-

id19 at the earliest possible time.

We relied on our own resources

to scale up the vaccine production.

We have overcome the shortages

in vaccine demand not only for

ourselves but worldwide, and we

did it on our own resources. This

success story seems to be one

among the many reasons which

have provided the nation the gold-

en opportunity to march towards

Zero Budget Natural Farming. It’s

the turn of the consumers to pay

for such food products and make

our farmers richer faster. Disease-

free food will anyway make richer

consumers also. It’s a win-win

game for all the stakeholders.

We have to prepare to make

it a success. It’s not an easy job. The

disruptors will miss no opportu-

nity to make it a failure. The Cov-

id19 vaccine manufacturers who

were and are greedy left no stone

upturn to make access to vaccines

a tough job and at a high price. The

tougher disruptions are coming for

organic farming soon.

 In our neighbourhood, Sri

Lanka switched to 100 percent

organic farming a few months ago

and today the country is facing a

crisis due to price rise and short-

ages in food products. If  true then

this is a green pasture for the lob-

byist of big fertilizer and geneti-

cally modified seed producers.

They are creating situations to force

the Sri Lanka government to ac-

cept again fertilizer based farming,

as they claim it to be modern

farming.  To make our own Zero

Budget Natural Farming success-

ful, we have to take care of the

crisis of  Sri Lanka also.  Sri Lanka

has already lost Hambantota port

to China and we could offer no

help. This time it is the organic

farming dreams which are being

shattered by the greedy business

interests of a few big seeds and

fertilizer companies. We have to

make sure that Sri Lanka succeeds

in its goal of sustainable organic

farming by offering them help to

mitigate shortages if any and help-

ing them with price control as well.

We have performed well in Vac-

cine Diplomacy, now is the turn of

Organic Farming Diplomacy. qq

(Alok Singh is a Fellow of the Indian Institute of
Management Indore and currently is faculty of general

management at NICMAR, Delhi-NCR Campus.)

The Covid19 vaccine

manufacturers who

were and are greedy

left no stone upturn

to make access to

vaccines a tough job

and at a high price.

The tougher

disruptions are

coming for organic

farming soon.
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India: Optimism and hope, Punctuated

Not withstanding

the setbacks of

last two years due

to the Pandemic,

Indian economy is

fully on path of

recovery.A few

hiccups

remain,though.

KK Srivastava

According to the UN’s annual World Economic Situation

and Prospects India’s GDP grew at 9% last year. It is ex-

pected to grow moderately at 6.7% and 6.1% respectively

in next two years. India has the distinction of  remaining the

highest growing economy among the large economies. For

China the rates are estimated to be 7.8% (2021), 5.2%, and

5.5%. Overall the world economy grew at 5.5% bouncing

back from -3.4% for 2020. According to the Report ‘In-

dia’s economic recovery is on a solid path, amid rapid vac-

cination progress, less stringent social restrictions, and still

supportive fiscal and monetary policies’. Robust export

growth and public investment are likely to provide a boost. However, externally

handed down inflation (oil) and shortage of coal could put a brake on the eco-

nomic activities. Private investment also needs to be encouraged. Besides, a sud-

den and renewed rise in ford inflation due to unpredictable weather, broader

supply disruptions, and higher agricultural prices could undermine food security,

reduce real incomes, and increase hunger.

The CEOs of India Inc., nearly 99%, believe that India will become eco-

nomically stronger in the coming year; only 77% of global CEOs are optimistic

about global situation. 98% of Indian executives believe revenue prospects of

their own companies will grow in the same period. This is testimony to the resil-

ience of Indian companies as well as economy at large. Ofcourse concerns like

health risk remain – this may hamper early investment and business decisions. The

CEOs are also concerned about attracting and retaining talent. Hence justifiably

we should enter 2022with hope rather than trepidation.

Though omicron rage is not fully subsided in the US, Europe, or India, we

can presume that this black swan event will perhaps cease to dictate events be-

yond the initial months of  2022. Apart from the fact that half  the world’s popu-

lation is fully vaccinated, omicron has not proved fatal, with very low hospitaliza-

tions and deaths. In India the cases are declining on a daily basis and the curbs are

being gradually eased. And as the pandemic loses its evil power to disrupt the

economy, the world will make mobility and digital adjustments.

Yet, as the Reserve Bank of  India’s financial stability Report says the impact

cannot be wished away. It has impacted contact intensive industries like travel and

tourism, hotels, restaurants, shopping offline, etc. According to the IMF global

growth rates may have to be revised downward (from earlier ones). Supply side

inflation is reducing the ability for pursuing expansionary/accommodative mon-

etary policy for developing countries and the advanced ones. But this may lead to

capital outflows from emerging economies. Particularly for India, while India’s

macro fundamentals are robust, the Central Bank has flagged risks posed by

cryptos and procyclical private equity and venture capital funds.

Semiconductors, renewables, and electric vehicle technologies will be the

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSIONDISCUSSION
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DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion

sunrise areas. China plus one,

meaning alternative supply chains

that are less centredaround China,

policy means India should take the

initiative. China is following ‘zero

covid’ policy and therefore strin-

gent lockdown. This again opens

windows of opportunity here.

There are other factors also favor-

ing India on the global stage, as

against somewhat diminishing role

of China, such as Evergrande debt

default and its knock on effects on

consumption and investment, plus

its ongoing clash with the US in the

field of acquiring strategic heft in

the digital-economic field.

2021 was definitely not a

washout year. One only needs to

mine for diamonds, amidst the

dust. Thus, one, while emerging

markets stock markets did not ac-

quit themselves very well during

2021, India was an exception.

There was a double digit expan-

sion in sensex values for three years

running infact, the only such peri-

od since the financial crisis of

2008. Two, we have a huge entre-

preneurial talent. If we glimpse

through the record of last three

decades India has produced many

first generation entrepreneurs like

Sunil Mittal and Uday Kotak. They

have august company from the

fields of  pharma and software.

These and many more have pow-

ered the Indian economy forwards.

Though with yet unproven record,

there are successors in the waiting

in the field of retailing, green tech-

nology, electric vehicles, electronic

goods manufacturing, etc. Of-

course there is a real possibility

that, if not grounded in realities of

sound business logic and ethics they

can fail as did some in real estate,

infrastructure, and aviation. Three,

the present government under

Modi regime, and in many states

like Kejriwal in Delhi, has exhibit-

ed its capacity and zeal to deliver

targeted welfare benefits on a very

large scale by productively harness-

ing technology as well as outreach.

Modi and his team of  civil servants

and techpreneurs have done a great

job. To be sure, two fields are

starkly crying for attention and such

reforms, quality basic education

and mass health care. Four, it is

known to all that India has a grow-

ing security challenge. Equally well

established is the fact that until re-

cently we have had virtually no suc-

cess in developing a viable defence

production base. Happily now we

have signs of  success. The light

combat aircraft has made it to pro-

duction, as has the light combat

helicopter. Now India has in its

arsenal its first domestically built

aircraft carrier. It has developed a

full spectrum array of  missiles.

And it is about to commission its

second nuclear powered subma-

rine. All this has been possible due

to establishment of broad base of

supplies companies, many of

whom are in the medium and even

small sectors. Result: while earlier

we were the second largest im-

porter of defence equipment, the

nation now is inching ahead in the

direction of being a not inconsid-

erable producer. Five, though not

merely due to near term efforts

India is likely to milk the results of

the long haul investments in the

country’s physical infrastructure

with rapid expansion of highways,

expressways, and high speed rail-

way freight corridor. This has eased

mobility on one hand, cut down

on logistics cost, as also has opened

the door of connectivity and de-

velopment of  now townships. The

power shortages are a rare scene

now (though profitability of the

sector is still a challenge due to low

tariffs). We are in the midst of  tele-

com revolution, while internet and

mobile banking, and other fintech

services, have really transformed

and simplified millions of  lives.

Revolution in transportation and

technology have really eased living

of even common man.

Thus there were many posi-

tives to cheer us and welcome 2022

with a pleasant smile. Economic

recovery will be key in achieving the

goal of nation building and well-

being, improved physical and health

infrastructure, and building human

resources through a renewed push

to revamped education.

Let us however not gloat over

all the above positives. Covid-19

exposed us to the chinks in the

public health system, took away

learning from the students due to

lack of access to classrooms and

even online education. Our social

fabric has been shredded led by

communal rhetoric and caste cleav-

ages. Thus many of  the achieve-

ments may be sullied if India fails

to take up these challenges. For

example, India has a great heritage;

the need is to hold on to it. We

need to ensure existence of a vi-

brant, multicultural society gov-

erned by the promise of dignity

and respect, as enshrined in our

constitution. Communally charged

speeches openly calling for violence

against minorities, acts of caste

atrocities, or restriction of rights

of genders, sexualities, castes,

faiths, etc. have no place to prac-

tice in independent, modern India.

Also lawmakers are failing in their

duty to uphold these constitution-

al guarantees even. Let’s resolve to

exorcise these ghosts and resolve

to move forward.       qq
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Does History Matter?

History is all

about

unvarnished

rendering of past

happenings. It has

no scope for

acquiring any

kind of tint under

the influence of

any ism.

Dr. Jaya Kakkar

It is ofcourse known to us all that while

history is an important discipline of

study for any educated person, its

teaching-at the school level, at least-

fails to gets its due cognition. One rea-

son perhaps is that unlike commerce

and sciences, history commands little

‘market value’. This, however, does

not take away from the fact that

knowledge of our past truly and ade-

quately prepares us not only to face

our future but also shape it. Young

minds can be molded in either direc-

tion-dogmatism or rational thinking-

by imparting knowledge of history

which may have been presented through colored prism. History links past with

our present. In the process of presenting this narrative, history creates a public

ethos, it shapes our culture, our way of  thinking and acting. Tangible (architecture,

sewage system) and intangible (values, mindset) heritage, ranging from ancient to

modern, establishes a link between even past happenings and present norms re-

lated to the society, governance, moral and ethics, so on and so forth. If  the

discourse on history is poor, biased, and shaped by isms (be it Marxism or Hin-

duism) it will severely compromise our capacity to cope with our present obsta-

cles and carve out innovative and sustainable solutions to shape our future in a

productive manner. The result is likely to be a chaos all around us.

The history teaching is mired in deep political controversy in present times in

India. To be sure, India is not alone in this respect. No nation is unscathed from

such debates about their past and how it needed to be retold. For example,

America is uncomfortable with Hiroshima historical legacy while Britain can nev-

er find peace with Gandhi. The genesis lies in the fact that history is nothing but

publicly shared past; this imparts a collective memory and identity. When this

history is officially told through text books by public institutions like NCERT, it

gets authentication and stamp of approval. These become words having sanctity

form the government. Young minds, highly impressionistic, can easily be molded

by what they learn from such ‘official’ sources. Such young minds, even if  imper-

ceptibly, tend to acquire a politically tinted disposition; they can later be mobilized

to accept certain ‘truth’, about polity, exploitation, economy, races, rulers, etc.

That is the reason why most nations use history to build collective memory and

identity. Most often, education may not be perceived as a means to resolve a

problem (say, immigration). Rather, an attempt may be made to create the bogey

of a collective identity (self) which may be fighting against a monolithic (and

antagonistic) ‘other’.

ANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSISANALYSIS
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History narrative is a faithful,

unbiased chronicling of events as

they took place. It is the study of

people, actions, decisions, interac-

tions, and behaviours. It should

help us distill lessons for today. The

purpose of studying it is to stand

at the centre of diverse, tolerant,

and intellectually rigorous debate

about society, culture, economy,

and political systems. But present-

ly open and free debate is sup-

pressed. And the cause of this in-

tolerance is easy to identify. Histo-

ry grants the ability to legitimize or

discredit events, actions, and indi-

viduals to those who control the

narrative. This is true for every re-

gime. But to marshall history and

use it as a weapon to serve the

needs of those who can control it

amounts to its misuse and abuse.

History is not a tool to fight cul-

tural wars. Unfortunately in most

regimes it is clumsily wielded by

those who deliberately harbor to

impose their own ideological agen-

da. History has become the hand-

maiden of identity politics and self

flagellation. But this leads to a uni-

dimensional understanding of out

past. History stands at a crossroads;

it must refuse to follow the trends

of  the times.

Currently there is a streak of

ultra nationalism, majoritarianism

and cultural hegemony. India, ac-

cording to this view, is essentially

Hindu civilisational legacy. And

therefore there is a conscious at-

tempt to rewrite the history. This

view can be contrasted with earli-

er ideas when nationalism meant

opposition to the British rule, there

was inclusive polity with a con-

scious attempt to promote power

sharing between dominant reli-

gions, plus an attempt to retrieve

the pluralistic past that had com-

posite culture. There was no at-

tempt to identify civilisational leg-

acy with Hinduism. It was a dif-

ferent history that was written.

But isms should not dictate as

to how the narratives should be set.

There should be place for contrast-

ing ideas. And let ideas fight ideas.

A reader should be introduced to

all viewpoints and be invited to

critically examine them. There

should also not be a violation of

the fundamental democratic prin-

ciple of freedom of expression.

The ideas should not be stifled, nor

should the debates be killed. The

discussion between orthodoxies

and reformists should be encour-

aged. Alas, political illiberalism kills

it all. To be sure, at no point of

time in our writing of History the

according of it has remained free

from dominant political thought of

the time, be it earlier Nehruvian-

ism or now Majoritarianism.

This is where the role of

credible history comes in. it should

be a forum that should provoke a

reader to engage in a debate and

arrive at an informed but unbiased

conclusion. It should not attempt

to provide definitive answers. The

traditional Left-Right binary

should not dictate understanding

of our past. It should allow the

reader to be free from any colored

opinion, be it red or saffron. His-

tory should be presented as it hap-

pened, rather than as we would

have liked it to happen.

History should not be fanci-

ful, it has to be factual. History

should dictate opinions, opinions

should not dictate history. In reali-

ty, however, most societies may

attempt regimentation of learners’

mind, thoughts, and emotions. In-

creasingly, there is an attempt to

wean the youngsters away from

being reflective, or analytical; a cul-

ture of ‘rote’ learning is encouraged

which emanates from an intensely

competitive environment. Atten-

tion to details is a big casualty as is

the ability to shift facts from fic-

tion; ‘facts’ are presented as ‘facts’,

not as points of debate.

As we said earlier history is not

‘sexy’ since it is not a passport or

the golden route to high income

jobs in management, manufactur-

ing, or medicine. History is out of

the landscape of middle class as-

piration. Yet, the fact remains that

history- biased or unbiased – has

a great role to play in shaping the

larger political ethos of the nation

state. Both-content and the way it

is taught and interpreted matter

vastly for a discipline like history.

Poorly taught history infact matters

more than well taught history. The

former fails to arouse curiosity,

does not encourage the disciple to

deploy tools of analysis; rather it

creates an emotional barrier for

further exploration and inquiry.

Unfortunately or fortunately

we write our own history. History

as body of knowledge to be

passed on is created and crafted

according to the historian percep-

tion and own sense of right and

wrong. Thoughthere should be,

actually there is perhaps no ‘objec-

tively’ presented history of past

events. The learners’ have the right

to know and learn from history.

History should equip us with the

capability to separate myth and re-

ality. An attempt to present history

based on mere myths, parables, and

factoids is worthy of being con-

demned. There cannot be a ‘new’

history, as desired by the ruler of

the time.        qq

Dr Jaya Kakkar, Associate Professor, Shyam Lal
College, University of Delhi
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What happened on

January 5 in

Punjab was

apparently a very

serious breach in

Prime Minister’s

security, which

resulted in the

VVIP stranded on

a flyover for 15-

20 minutes and

eventually led

to the cancellation

of the Prime

Minister’s

scheduled

programmes in

Ferozepur. 

Wing

Commander

Nandlal Jotwani,

IAF (veteran)

OPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINION

What happened on January 5 in Punjab was apparently a very serious breach in

Prime Minister’s security, which resulted in the VVIP stranded on a flyover for

15-20 minutes and eventually led to the cancellation of  the Prime Minister’s sched-

uled programmes in Ferozepur. 

The Prime Minister’s security is believed to be in three layers: inner ring of

SPG commandos, an outer ring of paramilitary troops and a further outer ring

of the State police. Ensuring smooth passage on the route is the responsibility of

State police.  

The SPG Act, inter alia, states: “It shall be the duty of every Ministry and

Department of the Central Government or the State Government or the Union

Territory Administration, every Indian Mission, every local or other authority or

every civil or military authority to act in aid of the Director or any member of the

Group whenever called upon to do so in furtherance of the duties and responsi-

bilities assigned to such Director or member.” However, the Punjab State Ad-

ministration did not appear to have  followed, in letter and spirit, the protocols

envisaged in the SPG Act for the VVIP movement, though the Punjab State

Administration has denied any lapse in security. It has attributed the unfortunate

occurrence to the change in travel plan and the last-minute disruption by the pro-

testers, who stalled the Prime Minister’s convoy. 

Due to inclement weather, a road journey was undertaken and this contin-

gency was already planned, and the rehearsal was also done. Then, why didn’t the

state police keep the road clear, which needed to be done much ahead of arrival

of  the Prime Minister’s convoy.  The reports of the possible protests and block-

age of  roads to disrupt the Prime Minister’s rally was known even to the com-

mon man, let alone the state and central security agencies. In fact, this possibility

had figured in a series of communications between December 31 and January 4

from the Punjab Police headquarters to the field officers in the districts. Several

conversations are also learnt to have been held between the SPG Director and

DGP Punjab on the road journey and the road journey clearance was accorded

 by the Director General of  Police, Punjab. 

A Serious Lapse In National Security
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The Prime Minister’s contin-

gency route by road and require-

ment of additional deployment of

police at vulnerable points were

reportedly discussed during the

Advance Security Liaison (ASL) on

January 1 and 2. The contingency

rehearsal for road journey from Air

Force Station Bathinda to Fer-

ozepur was also carried out on Jan-

uary 4, and  strong police deploy-

ment for road journey was report-

edly indicated. 

A letter of January 2, 2022

addressed to all SSPs and CPs is

believed to have stated that at least

1 lakh people were being mobil-

ised by the organisers from vari-

ous districts of Punjab ... The force

should be deployed at important

points …  There are large number

of dharnas going on in most of

the districts.. Farmers are also like-

ly to hold dharnas on 5th January

… These dharnas may result in

road blocks. 

It is therefore not clear as to

why the route clearance was given

by DGP without, as it appears,

properly attending to the security

concerns pointed out in the Ad-

vance Security Liaison meetings on

January 1 & 2, 2022. 

It is reported that the Section

14 of the Special Protection

Group (SPG), 1988, mandates the

state government and every civil

authority to provide all assistance

to the SPG. However, the available

information so far indicates that the

police at the protest site was rather

ineffective to facilitate smooth

movement of the VVIP cavalcade.

Some policemen were spotted

having tea along with the protest-

ers at the site. Further, skeletal po-

lice deployment was observed en-

route the VVIP cavalcade. The

Prime Minister’s route information

was apparently  leaked  to Mr. Sur-

jit Singh Phool, president, BKU

(Krantikari), who led the protest-

ers on the site. The glaring breech

is the hesitancy discerned on the

part of the police to clear the un-

lawful blockade of public road,

even with force, if  necessary. 

The Superintendent of  Police,

Bathinda, was mandated to make

contingency plan for movement of

VVIP by road with sufficient de-

ployment of  security forces. It is

not understood as to how the pro-

testers succeeded in blocking the

VVIP route, which was supposed

to be sanitised and cleared much

before the arrival of  the VVIP. 

Obviously, the defiant public

road blockage does not constitute

the lawful and peaceful protest.

Hence, how could the mob report-

edly ‘getting belligerent’ successfully

persisted in blocking the public

highway, resulting in exposing the

stranded VVIP to grave risk, espe-

cially at the given strategic location. 

The lack of sufficient security

deployment for management of

the  contingency movement of

VVIP by road, was very worri-

some especially in view of the in-

puts about the  possible attempts

by protesters to block the road

against the backdrop of  intelli-

gence inputs about the ISI of Pa-

kistan striving to revive the Khal-

stani extremism in India. 

It is shocking that the public

road was successfully blocked with

tractors, trolleys and school buses

by a group of protesters about 30

km from National Martyrs Me-

morial in Hussaniwala. Clearing the

route of all obstacles and keeping

the Prime Minister away from the

road blockage was the lawful job

of the professionals, which should

have been done diligently, over-

coming any situational or external

pressures. 

It has been reported that the

Bathinda SSP piloted the motorcade

from Bathinda to Ferozepur, and

he was mandated to make adequate

arrangements for the security and

logistics for the VVIP’s scheduled

programme. How is it that the

The SPG allowed a

situation of exposing

stranded VVIP at

strategically sensitive

location, under a smoky

grey sky, on the Indo-

Pak border, for as long

as 15-20 minutes. The

Prime Minister’s car

should have been fast

pulled away from the

sensitive flyover near

International border.

OpinionOpinionOpinionOpinionOpinion
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road block ahead was not signalled

much earlier than just about a ki-

lometre away from the site? 

The advance police party

should have cleared the road block-

ade much before the Prime Minis-

ter’s car got close to the point. 

The Director General of  Po-

lice and the Chief Secretary were

not in the Prime Minister’s caval-

cade, which was inconsistent with

protocol. 

The Prime Minister’s cavalcade

was reportedly advised to take a U-

turn by the Punjab DGP and it

needs to be probed whether this

advice was inordinately delayed. 

It also needs to be probed as

to why the SPG allowed a situa-

tion of exposing stranded VVIP

at strategically sensitive location,

under a smoky grey sky, on the

Indo-Pak border, for as long as 15-

20 minutes. The Prime Minister’s

car should have been fast pulled

away from the sensitive flyover

near International border. The

Prime Minister of  the world’s larg-

est democracy, the world’s fifth

largest economy and the third larg-

est armed forces, was stranded for

15-20 minutes at a strategically sen-

sitive location, which is around 20

aeronautical miles away from Pa-

kistan. His black car, surrounded

by SPG commandos, was con-

spicuous among the accompany-

ing  white cars and was exposed

to the lethal risks of various kinds

from across the hostile border. 

It is also not understood as

to why the Prime Minister’s car

was allowed to come so close to

the hotspot and why it could not

be halted at or detoured away

much earlier, far away from the

blockage point, given the advanced

imaging and communication sys-

tems available in the country. 

Thanks to the wisdom of the

Prime Minister that he sagaciously

avoided commuting through the

agitating ‘protesters’, who were

reportedly ‘getting belligerent’ and

returned to Bathinda airport.  

Mr. Manpreet Singh, Finance

Minister, Punjab, was reportedly

assigned by Mr. Charanjit Singh

Channi, Chief  Minister, Punjab, to

receive the Prime Minister at

Bathinda airport. After return to

Bathinda airport, the Prime Minis-

ter is reported to have said to a

government official that he thanks

Mr. Channi that he had reached

Bathinda airport alive.

It is a matter of national se-

curity as it concerns the institution

of the Prime Minister, the head of

the Government of India.

The Supreme Court is thoughtful-

ly seized of this serious matter on

a plea filed by the Delhi-based

‘Lawyer’s Voice’. 

The Supreme Court has direct-

ed the Registrar General of the Pun-

jab and Haryana High Court to

“forthwith” seize and secure records

of the security measures for Prime

Minister Mr. Narendra Modi’s vis-

it to Punjab on January 5. 

The Central government has

announced a high-level inquiry into

the circumstances leading to the

said serious security lapse and to

fix responsibility. The Punjab gov-

ernment has also constituted a

committee for this purpose. But

the Supreme Court has stayed these

two parallel inquiries and it has

decided to set up a committee

headed by a former apex court

judge to probe it. 

Meanwhile, the Supreme

Court Advocate-On-Record Asso-

ciation (SCAORA), has written to

the  Secretary General of Supreme

Court that Its many members/Ad-

vocates-on-Record of the Hon’ble

Supreme Court have received an

anonymous automated pre-record-

ed call on January 10, 2022; fas-

tening responsibility for Prime Min-

ister Modi’s security breach during

his visit to Punjab on January 5,

2022 on ‘Sikhs for Justice’ (SFJ)

from USA, wherein it was stated

that SFJ is responsible for block-

ing PM Modi’s cavalcade at Hus-

saninwala flyover in Punjab. 

It is tragic that the country has

lost two prime ministers due to

security lapses in the past. The

Prime Minister belongs to the

whole nation. The fact that the

Prime Minister’s convoy was stuck

at the strategic location near Inter-

national Border for 15-20 minutes

is indeed a grave security breech

which warrants thorough probe

from all angles along with recom-

mendations of remedial measures

while fixing responsibility. 

The nation cannot accept any

compromise of  national security.

The Prime Minister is the constitu-

tional Head of the Government of

India, representing the nation as a

whole. The security lapses that hap-

pened during the Prime Minister’s

visit to Punjab on January 5, 2022

are serious enough  for security

agencies to sit up and revisit the rule

book to incorporate effective

checks and balances, including

alerting armed forces, to ensure

inviolability of the standard oper-

ating procedures pertaining to na-

tional security, especially at strate-

gic locations near international bor-

der and/or disturbed areas. More-

over, synergy between the Centre

and the States is essential to ensure

national security in a federal repub-

lic, that is, India.                       qq

[The author is the former Editor of IAF Journal
and former National Commissioner, NCLM,

Government of India]

OpinionOpinionOpinionOpinionOpinion
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FPOs should be

used as a market

mechanism to

deliver MSP as

well as to leverage

the price

deficiency

payments to

farmers.

 Devinder Sharma

AGRICULTUREAGRICULTUREAGRICULTUREAGRICULTUREAGRICULTURE

Unless the growing FPO movement is able to usher in an era of guaranteeing

an assured and profitable price to farmers, it will end up as another interme-

diary layer in the existing supply chain.

Every other article I read about the agrarian crisis, especially after the repeal

of  the three contentious farm laws, is talking of  increasing crop productivity and

reducing post-harvest losses as a way to increase farm incomes. If  I look back, at

least for the past three decades, the thinking hasn’t changed. Despite the farm

crisis worsening over the period, the policy prescription remains the same.

With the passage of time, the focus shifts to newer challenges agriculture is

faced with like the climate crisis ahead but still an assured income for farmers

doesn’t seem to be anywhere on the horizon. In fact, most writers, including

some of the well-known policy makers, economists, academicians, as well as

corporate activists, seems averse to the idea of according a legal sanctity to Min-

imum Support Price (MSP). Barring a few saner voices, leaving farmers to the

same exploitative market forces that have devastated farm communities in the

rich developed countries, is the predominant dictum.

Well, it’s therefore quite clear. The dominant economic thinking on how to

bail out the aggrieved farming community from the clutches of  the demand

supply conundrum that has usurped farm incomes everywhere in the world hasn’t

changed. It only shows either the so called experts are not well read, or they fear

the tyranny of long distance travel. If only they could venture out into the villages,

spend time with farmers, and if  possible stay with them, I am sure their pre-fixed

economic thinking will turn upside down and we will have more realistic analysis

and suggestions. It is time to move beyond what has been said in the textbooks,

and find out why farming continues to be a loss making enterprise.

Nevertheless, simply bypassing the extra effort to reach out and learn from

farmers, the focus has shifted to new players in the supply chain – Farmer Pro-

ducer Companies (FPOs) and Agritech Startups. To an average consumer in the

cities the home delivery of  food products ‘straight from the farm’ generates

confidence in the role of  new technologies and farmers collectives, and while

India needs robust agri marketing reforms
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they get fresh produce they believe

farmers too are getting a higher

price. Not sure, if that is really true.

Here let me explain about FPOs.

More and more the talk of collec-

tively leveraging their production

and marketing strengths to enhance

farmers income, the more I realise

that while everyone claims to pro-

vide farmers with a higher price but

what constitutes a ‘higher price’ has

not been defined.

Take moong dal as an exam-

ple. While the MSP for moong is

roughly Rs 72 per kg, the price

farmers get in the market oscillates

between Rs 50 to Rs 55. If an FPO

provides a price of Rs 58 or Rs 60

per kg to farmers, it claims it is

providing a ‘higher price’ to grow-

ers. Technically speaking they are

right, but the farmer in reality is

being underpaid. To justify this,

FPOs say farmers are also being

invited to be a shareholder in the

company. But that’s not a fair argu-

ment considering that a sharehold-

er in any business enterprise does

not have to, by way of  qualifica-

tion; forego part of his rightful in-

come. For any successful social busi-

ness enterprise, and considering the

nation-wide spread of FPOs, and

with lot of expectations hanging on

it for bringing in the much wanted

marketing reforms, I am hoping

that an assured price by way of an

MSP at least becomes the hallmark

of the growing movement.

The tragedy is that in any agri

supply chain a farmer is the one

who works the hardest and that too

in harsh environments, and yet is

the least paid; often not even cov-

ering the cost of production. In

much of the literature on FPOs

that I have come across higher in-

comes for small farmers is always

talked about, but I haven’t seen

(and correct me if I am wrong)

many case studies that tells us how

a producer company has ensured

that farmers get at least a minimum

assured price on the lines of MSP

or higher. There are some exam-

ples where farmers have been paid

50 to 55 per cent of the end con-

sumer price. This is encouraging

indeed, but the catch is that if the

end consumer price remains low

as is generally the case, farmers re-

main at the receiving end, invari-

ably producing food at a loss.

There are a few FPOs oper-

ating in the organic space that pro-

vide MSP to growers in certain

commodities, but not all. Going

even a step further and in the right

direction, it is heartening to learn that

a small FPO in the Wayanad district

in Kerala, called Thirunelly Agri Pro-

ducer Company Ltd (TAPCo),

operating with 86 farmers cultivat-

ing traditional rice varieties, provides

farmers a price close to MSP plus

50 per cent profit as per the Swa-

minathan Commission’s recom-

mendations. Set up in 2017, and

reaching a turnover of Rs 65-lakh

this year, TAPCo even provides

deficiency payments to farmers.

Against the MSP of Rs 25 per

kg that prevails in Kerala (higher

than the price announced by the

Centre), TAPCo pays a price of

Rs 29 per kg to farmers cultivat-

ing red rice. Says Rajesh Krishnan,

CEO: “For aromatic rice, which is

grown by only one community, we

pay a price of  Rs 50 per kg. For

medicinal rice, in which case the

yields are very low, we pay a still

higher price of  Rs 80 per kg.” Re-

garding deficiency payments, he

explained that this year they were

unable to purchase the entire quan-

tity of red rice, and therefore

urged them to sell it in the govern-

ment procurement system, and

paid them the price difference.

This makes me wonder why

FPOs can’t be used as a market

mechanism to deliver MSP as well

as to leverage the price deficiency

payments to farmers. For which,

FPOs need to be provided with

adequate finances to cover up for

the deficiency payments. After all,

making agriculture economically

viable should be what the FPOs

should be striving for. For this, the

lexicon has to change. A higher

price should mean a price higher

than MSP. Even if  this causes a dis-

ruption in the supply chain, so be

it. After all, we need robust mar-

keting reforms that can augur well

for the beleaguered farming com-

munity, pulling them out of  the

continuing grave crisis, arising pri-

marily from being denied a living

income all these years.

Simply put, unless the grow-

ing FPO movement is able to ush-

er in an era of guaranteeing an as-

sured and profitable price to farm-

ers, it will end up as another inter-

mediary layer in the existing sup-

ply chain. Warns Rajesh Krishnan:

“Too much is being said about the

collective bargaining power of

FPOs. But be careful, it can also

collectivise poverty.”       qq

(The author is a noted food policy analyst and an expert on
issues related to the agriculture sector. He writes on food,

agriculture and hunger)
https://www.bizzbuzz.news/opinion/india-needs-robust-agri-marketing-reforms-1102146/

Unless the growing FPO
movement is able to

usher in an era of
guaranteeing an assured

and profitable price to
farmers, it will end up

as another intermediary
layer in the existing

supply chain.
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The time is at

hand for the

Reserve Bank and

the Government of

India to

reconsider the

policy of free

movement of

capital, which is

leading to capital

flight and lower

rates of growth in

the country.

Dr. Bharat

Jhunjhunwala

CONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATIONCONSIDERATION

Data provided by the Reserve Bank of  India tell us that the capital account of

the country has been negative over the last three years. This means that the amount

of capital that has come inward is less than the amount of capital that is gone

outward from the country. Indeed, the negative account has been greater during the

months of  the Corona crisis. However, that does not explain the capital flight from

the country because other countries were equally affected by Corona pandemic at

those same times. Therefore, the flight of  capital from Corona-affected India to

another Corona-affected country cannot be because of Corona pandemic. There is

a need for the Reserve Bank to workout policies to prevent this capital flight be-

cause, just as a family becomes poorer when an earning member of the family

leaves, similarly, the flight of  capital from the country will make India poorer.

Despite this hard reality, a Committee establish by the Reserve Bank has

giving four arguments to allow free movement of capital from- and to India to

foreign countries. The first argument given by the Committee is that free move-

ment of  capital will increase the availability of  capital in the country. It will en-

courage foreign investors to invest in India. However, this alleged benefit is dis-

proved by Reserve Bank’s own data that shows that the capital account has been
continuously negative in the last 2 years. The free movement of  capital is leading

to the flight of capital from; not be other way around.

The second argument given by the Committee is that free movement of

capital will reduce the cost of capital. This too is not correct because the outward

flow of capital is reducing the availability of capital in India and accordingly the

cost of  capital in India is rising, not falling. The third argument is that it will make

it possible for Indian companies to borrow in foreign countries and diversify

their borrowing. This is correct. However, the fact that the more capital is going

out of the country means that the diversification is not proving helpful in attract-

ing foreign capital. The fourth argument is that free movement of capital will

Reserve Bank Must Prevent Capital Flight
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allow Indian investors to diversify

their investment portfolio. At

present an Indian investors may be

investing in property and in share

market in India. After free move-

ment of capital the Indian inves-

tors can invest in property in New

York and in shares in the New York

Stock Exchange. This benefit is

correct. However, this is only ben-

eficial for the richer section of the

society because they alone have the

capacity to invest in foreign coun-

tries. Outward foreign investment

can prove beneficial to them but

not to India. The arguments given

by the Committee of  the Reserve

Bank in favour of free movement

of capital are certainly not benefi-

cial for the country. Contrary to

Reserve Bank’s harmful policies,

the International Monetary Fund

has advocated that the developing

countries should consider impos-

ing restrictions on free movement

of capital to foreign countries in

situations such as Corona pandem-

ic. They have referred to the expe-

rience of Korea and Peru that have

imposed such restrictions with

beneficial results.

Free movement of capital can

be much more harmful in the

present situation. The United

States’ Federal Reserve Board has

adopted an easy money policy in

the last few years. It has made avail-

able loans at an Interest rate of 0

to 0.25% per year. It is profitable

for investors to borrow in the

United States and invest that mon-

ey in India at these low interest

rates. The Federal Reserve Board

has indicated that it is soon going

to back track from the easy mon-

ey and it is likely to reduce the

money supply and that will in turn

leads to increase in the interest rate.

If the interest rates in United States

increase then it will be no longer

be beneficial for foreign investors

to borrow in the United States and

invest in India because they have

to pay high rate of interest in Unit-

ed States. On the contrary, such an

increase in interest rates in the Unit-

ed States may lead to them to with-

draw their money from India and

repatriate it to the United States.

Therefore, there is the need for the

Reserve Bank to reconsider its

policy urgently in view of the im-

pending increase in the interest rates

in United States’ economy.

The policy of  the Reserve

Bank is also against its own rec-

ommendations. The Committee

has said that it is necessary to con-

tain the fiscal deficit along with al-

lowing free movement of capital.

We know very well that the fiscal

deficit of our country is increasing

rapidly since the Corona pandem-

ic. On the one hand, the Reserve

Bank is saying that free movement

of capital should not be allowed

if fiscal deficit is not controlled;

but on the other hand it has in-

creased the limit of the money that

an Indian national can remit to the

foreign countries for investment

under the Liberalized Remittance

Scheme despite the increase in the

fiscal deficit.

An article in the Journal of

Indian Association of Social Sci-

ence Institutions has given four rea-

sons for the flight of capital from

India. First is corruption. The cost

of doing business in the country is

higher if there is corruption and

foreign investors do not want to

invest here. Second is increase in

government debt. This means that

(1) the government will have to

borrow more money; (2) the Re-

serve Bank will have to adopt easy

money policy to make available the

money that is borrowed by the

Government; (3) this will lead to

inflation and to the devaluation of

Indian rupee; (4) reduce the value

of the investment that the foreign

investors may have made in India

leading to loss for them. Third is

negative capital account. A  nega-

tive capital account leads to more

outflow—somewhat like herd im-

munity. One foreign investor fol-

lows the other in taking capital out

of India because negative capital

account leads to devaluation.

Fourth is the adoption of  free

trade. Reason is that if our econo-

my is not competitive then we will

lose our ground in the global mar-

ket and this will lead to capital

flight. I would like to add a fifth

reason which is social conflict in the

country. The social atmosphere has

become so negative that foreign

investors may not like to come.

The time is at hand for the Reserve

Bank and the Government of In-

dia to reconsider the policy of free

movement of capital, which is

leading to capital flight and lower

rates of  growth in the country. qq

Formerly Professor of Economics at IIM Bengaluru

The Reserve Bank is

saying that free

movement of capital

should not be allowed if

fiscal deficit is not

controlled.

ConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsideration
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FSSAI GM regulation puts health in a soup

The Authority has

a new scheme to

mix genetically

modified

organisms in our

foods even though

the EU doesn’t

allow GM food on

its plate.

Indra Shekhar

Singh

Careful of  what you eat in 2022 as the Food Safe-

ty and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) has a

new scheme to mix genetically modified organisms

(GMOs) in our foods. The white and black bu-

reaucratic-looking draft notification on GM food

regulation has locked India’s food fate with Big Ag.

It’s only a matter of  time before a tsunami of  GM

food products floods the Indian market as the gates

of our fortress have been opened from the inside.

But first, what are GM foods? These are foods

that are derived from genetically modified crops.

Companies like Monsanto/Bayer have developed

patented crops varieties which have genes from two

different life forms. For example India’s only GM crop, Bt Cotton, uses a toxin

producing gene from a ground bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis, and combines it

with a cotton plant. Some of the other popular GMOs are soybean, corn, sugar

beets and canola. While some of these crops are owned by European companies,

EU doesn’t allow GM food on its plate. GM foods are also used for animal feed

and biofuels. Apart from the EU, independent scientists have raised serious bio-

medical concerns, linking the consumption of GM foods leading to a plethora

of  health defects.

So what does the notification say? Firstly, it allows for “1 per cent and below

GM content foods” to go unlabelled. But why have this 1 per cent at all? Can’t

India have truthful labels, where the consumers know what they eat? Perhaps

aware of the risks of GM food, FSSAI regulators have clearly stated that GMOs

are “not permitted in infant foods”. So why the obfuscation on labelling stan-

dards and then, in the same breath, the stance on infant foods? Is there something

FSSAI knows and not telling Indians?

Let’s take a second and look at our past. In the late 90s, India was flooded

with cheap GM soybean oil imports that not only killed small mustard farmers

but also destroyed the local oilseed markets. But now, also consider, GMOs are

already trickling into our thalis with the rampant blending of Bt cottonseed oil in

our foods. Both FSSAI and GEAC were aware about it for years; in fact, Dr

Vandana Shiva and I sent RTIs to both organisations and found out, FSSAI and

GEAC both treated GMO cottonseed and natural cottonseed to be the same.

This was an unscientific position, conveniently forgetting the genetic modifica-

tions on Monsanto/Bayer’s Bt cottonseed. On further investigation, I found that

biosafety documents submitted to GEAC came from Monsanto labs. No inde-

pendent biosafety data was found at GEAC for Monsanto/Bayer’s Bt Cotton.

Currently, those pages are dead links on GEAC’s website. In the draft noti-

fication too, FSSAI adhered to similar biosafety standards and, in some cases,

allowed for the documents to be submitted by the applicant and not necessarily
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the regulatory authority-approved

dossiers.

Now the next major confu-

sion occurs when the notification

calls for “(11) Once GMOs or

Genetically Engineered Organisms

or Living Modified Organisms

having unique identification code

provided by Biosafety Clearing

House, Organisation for Economic

Cooperation and Development

etc, is approved by FSSAI, ap-

proval for the same will not be

required for any other Food Busi-

ness Operator. Approval will also

not be required if it is used as an

ingredient in any product.”

On plain reading, this point

appears innocuous. But the devil is

always in the details. Given that EU

doesn’t allow for GM food, half

of the influential countries are out.

What does FSSAI mean as it wrote

this point? Is it perhaps referring

to the corporate food hegemony

on GM standards? The US, along

with many others in the Americas,

is deeply entrenched in GM crops

cultivation and freely allows for

GM foods, labelled or unlabelled,

to enter markets.

It is no surprise that US citi-

zens along with their Latin Ameri-

can counterparts suffer from food-

style related diseases. French scien-

tist Eric Seralini, using peer review

scientific journals, demonstrated

how GM foods are harmful not

only to cows but their toxicity in-

cluding the pesticide/herbicide

used to grow third-generations

GMOs like RRF Cotton and ham-

per human health as well.

Monsanto/Bayer has already

lost billions of dollars to victims

of  Round-Up poisoning. Round-

Up is a patented herbicide used to

grow GM crops, and is known

carcinogenic.
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committee on GM crops, chaired

by Renuka Chowdhary, has already

pulled up FSSAI on GM food and

a court order of August 2017

empowers petitioners to approach

the court again in case the FSSAI

rules are unsatisfactory.

GM or not GM? It is obvi-

ous that the FSSAI notification is

doing someone else’s bidding —

corporates or Uncle Sam? Who

knows? But as a concerned citizen,

I urge them to reconsider. Instead

of deregulating GM foods, FSSAI

needs to first do house cleaning

and take cognisance of the illegal

GM foods that are being fed to

Indians. We must aspire to have the

most progressive GM laws on a

par with EU, and not below them.

For, if  GM food is not safe for

European children to eat, then In-

dian children ought not have it. qq

(The author writes on agriculture and environment, and is a
former Director — Policy & Outreach, National Seed

Association of India. The views expressed are personal.)

FarmingFarmingFarmingFarmingFarming
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PM security breach a sinister agenda

The objective was

to instigate

communal

sentiments and

have Hindus

ejected from the

Punjab

countryside, a

chilling replay of

the events leading

to the army action

in Amritsar and

assassination of

Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi in

October 1984.

Sandhya Jain

Soon after the dangerous breach in the Prime Minister’s security during an aborted

visit to Bhatinda, Punjab, on January 5, 2022, a morphed video of  a cabinet

committee meeting of December 9, 2021 (after the tragic demise of CDS Gen.

Bipin Rawat) suddenly popped up on WhatsApp groups all over the country. The

video was given a new voiceover, with blatantly anti-Sikh dialogues.

The cognoscenti were quick to realise that the video was fake, but how to

gauge the impact in the privacy of every home, every village, especially in Punjab?

The objective was to instigate communal sentiments and have Hindus eject-

ed from the Punjab countryside, a chilling replay of the events leading to the

Army action in Amritsar and the assassination of  Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in

October 1984.

The banned organisation, Sikhs for Justice, was overjoyed when Prime Min-

ister Narendra Modi was stranded on a flyover for over 20 minutes, which sug-

gests that an external angle in the episode cannot be ruled out. Videos erupted

simultaneously on all WhatsApp groups nationwide, where SFJ leader Gurpat-

want Singh Pannun made threats against the Prime Minister. At the same time,

animated videos on Twitter showed violence against Mr. Modi.

Delhi Police has now said that the “cabinet meeting” video originated from

Pakistan, which is unsurprising. The video was popularized through 46 Twitter

accounts, mainly @eshalkaur1 and @simrankaur0507 that were created between

October and December 2021, and operated from a single browser (developed

by multilogin.com) from Pakistan. The video became viral nationwide, aided by

hidden influencers in prominent WhatsApp groups, and this network needs to be

unravelled.

The Government of India acted with commendable restraint. The Union

Home Ministry sought an explanation from the Punjab Director General of  Po-

lice and ordered an inquiry, even as the Punjab government set up its own com-

mittee. This irked the Centre as the Punjab committee included the State Home

Secretary; the Centre said the officer is likely to be investigated and should not be

in the Committee.
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Thereafter, a Supreme Court

Bench headed by the Chief Justice

of India ordered that the District

Judge Bhatinda will collect all

records regarding the Prime Min-

ister’s security arrangements from

the Punjab Police, State of  Punjab,

SPG and other Central and State

agencies; these will be preserved by

the Registrar General of the Pun-

jab and Haryana High Court, as-

sisted by an officer of the Nation-

al Investigation Agency.

Thereafter, on January 8, the

Election Commission of India an-

nounced the schedule for elections

to the Punjab and four other State

Assemblies. This put an end to spec-

ulation over President’s rule in Pun-

jab which could have increased

political temperatures in the State.

On January 9, the birth anni-

versary of Guru Gobind Singh,

Prime Minister Narendra Modi

announced December 26 as Veer

Bal Diwas to commemorate the

sacrifices of the sons of Guru

Gobind Singh, two of whom

were buried alive in a brick wall

on that day. Recalling the bravery

and ideals of Mata Gujri Ji, Sri

Guru Gobind Singh Ji and the four

Sahibzades, two of whom died in

battle, the Prime Minister said,

“They never bowed to injustice.

They envisioned a world that is in-

clusive and harmonious”.

Meanwhile, several questions

arise regarding the serious breach

of security that led to the Prime

Minister being stranded on a fly-

over for over 20 minutes, close to

the international border. Chief

Minister Charanjit Singh Channi,

Punjab Chief Secretary and the

DGP were all absent when Mr.

Modi landed in Bhatinda, a glaring

lapse of protocol for which no

convincing explanation has been

given till date. When inclement

weather ruled out taking a helicop-

ter to the martyr’s memorial at Hus-

sainiwala, the Chief Minister was

unavailable by telephone and the

Director General of  Police gave the

green signal to travel by road.

However, the warning car

ahead of the cavalcade was not

warned by local police who were

seen on video clips enjoying tea

with persons blocking the flyover,

with the result that the Prime Min-

ister was stranded on the flyover

and put in a very vulnerable posi-

tion. The Congress party shamed

the nation with its brazen attitude,

but former MP Sunil Jakhar la-

mented the episode as a blot on

the State, while former Union Min-

ister Manish Tiwari pointed to the

proximity to the border to under-

line the gravity of  the matter.

Chief Minister Channi

claimed he did not receive the

Prime Minister because of Covid

exposure, but did not isolate him-

self as per Covid protocol. In-

stead, he was soon seen moving

around freely, without a face mask,

and adding to his ignominy with

contradictory statements. He also

said the farmers wanted to meet

the Prime Minister and he had

promised to help them!

The Punjab Police cannot

evade censure as it was its responsi-

bility to ensure that the Prime Min-

ister’s back-up route by road was

sanitised and kept free of obstruc-

tions, regardless of what route the

Prime Minister eventually took. In

the current case, farmers have re-

ported to the media that the police

told them the Prime Minister was

coming on that road; however they

didn’t believe them and stayed put.

No attempts were made to take the

farmers off  the road, or to inform

the SPG about the blockade. This

is a gross dereliction of  duty.

Far from feeling embarrassed,

Congress party acolytes released a

barrage of frivolous commentary

to the effect that the Prime Minis-

ter left in a huff because he received

reports that his proposed rally was

a flop due to poor attendance. The

local Bharatiya Janata Party coun-

tered with video clips showing that

their cadres were detained at vari-

ous spots by the Punjab Police. Lat-

er, former Chief  Minister Captain

Amarinder Singh, who has formed

an alliance with the BJP, addressed

a well-attended rally that called the

bluff  of  the Congress party.

The PM security breach took

on a more serious dimension on

Monday (January 10) morning as

several Supreme Court advocates

received two threatening calls from

Sikhs For Justice, with a pre-record-

ed message claiming responsibility

for the lapse in Mr. Modi’s security

in Punjab on January 5, 2022. The

calls seem to have come from the

United Kingdom.

SFJ warned the Supreme

Court Justices against hearing a

plea for an independent probe into

the security breach, alleging that the

apex court “never took any ac-

tion” to provide justice to the vic-

tims of the anti-Sikh riots of 1984.

The Supreme Court agreed to

set up a committee headed by a

retired apex court judge to probe

the security breach. At the time of

writing, the Court indicated that

DGP Chandigarh, IG National In-

vestigation Agency, and ADGP (se-

curity) of Punjab might be includ-

ed in the committee. However, the

committees appointed by the Pun-

jab government and the Union

Home Ministry were suspended. qq
https://chintan.indiafoundation.in/articles/pm-security-breach-a-sinister-agenda/

IssueIssueIssueIssueIssue
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The Menace of Internet Pollution

15th Rashtriya

Sabha of Swadeshi

Jagran Manch at

Gwalior in

December 2021

passed farsighted

resolution on

environment,

global warming,

carbon emission,

erosion of ozone

layer while briefly

discussing internet

pollution.

Vinod Johri

During 15th Rashtriya Sabha of Swadeshi Jagran Manch at Gwalior from 24th

to 26th December 2021, a very significant and farsighted resolution was

passed on environment which emphasized concerns on global warming, carbon

emission and erosion of  ozone layer. The menace of  internet pollution was brief-

ly discussed in the conference. Until then, we knew about it but were not sensi-

tized towards internet pollution. Internet has turned into indispensable part of

our life, personal and professional.

E-Pollution is the environmental damage that comes from the constant heat

and cooling down in facilities that are referred to data centres on which Govern-

ments and Corporates are heavily dependent on data centres.

It was on March 12, 1989, at CERN, Geneva, that the idea of    the Internet

was born. Today, 32 years later, the Internet has completely changed our lives:

how we communicate, work, get entertained, informed or do our shopping. But

the truth is that the Internet also has a huge impact on our planet.

On one hand, manufacturing cell phones, laptops, and other types of devic-

es and equipment means extracting (and separating or transporting) rare earth

minerals from the Earth. On the other hand, data centres that represent the “cloud”

on Earth are a synonym with energy consumption due to the storage and the

permanent flow of  data.In 2015, the Internet was estimated to represent 600

million tonnes of  CO2 a year – as much as the world’s total civil aviation.

From the start of the Covid-19 pandemic and the numerous lockdowns,

there has been an exponential growth in video transmission (streaming) all over

the world. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), watching an hour

of video streaming on Netflix entails emissions of 36gCO2 while keeping in

mind that a trip by airplane from London to New York is the equivalent of  1.3

tonnes of CO2. Studies estimate that digital technologies contribute between 1.4%

to 5.9% of global greenhouse gas emissions, according to ‘The Royal Society’, a

leading British scientific academy.

The digital activity is responsible for 2% of  the planet’s CO2

Emissions.Sending an email, using search engines, storing data are heavily respon-

sible for carbon dioxide emissions. The web generates today 2% of  the CO2

emissions of  the planet which is just the beginning of  this new form of  pollution.

Indeed, within four years, digital pollution will represent 3 to 4% of carbon dioxide

emissions - a situation that is alarming!

The low carbon footprint of streaming video content can be explained due

to the rapid improvement in the energy efficiency of  data centres, networks and

devices. But the slowing of  efficiency gains, the effects of  outbreaks, and the new

demand for emerging technology, including artificial intelligence (AI) and block-

chain, is leading to a growing concern due to general environmental impacts in

the sector in the coming years.As they are data factories that store thousands of

IT servers, data centres are usually considered to be energy devourer.
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It should ring alarm bells -

l Doing a search on Google

emits the equivalent of 5 to

7 grams of CO2.

l The carbon cost of an email

with a 1 MB attachment is 19

grams of CO2 according

to French Environment & En-

ergy Management Consultancy

(ADEME).In one hour, more

than twelve billion emails are

sent, representing more

than 4,000 tons of oil.

l Although the energy needed for

a single internet search or email

is small, approximately 4.1

billion people, or 53.6% of the

global population, now use the

internet. Those scraps of ener-

gy, and the associated green-

house gases emitted with each

online activity, can add up.

l The carbon footprint of our

gadgets, the internet and the sys-

tems supporting them account

for about 3.7% of global

greenhouse emissions, accord-

ing to some estimates. It is sim-

ilar to the amount produced by

the airline industry globally, ex-

plains Mike Hazas, a researcher

at Lancaster University. And

these emissions are predicted to

double by 2025.

l One of  the main forms of  dig-

ital pollution is called “dormant

pollution”. It’s due to the stor-

age of  emails. All emails stored

in a mailbox make many serv-

ers run uninterruptedly in data

centres. However, data centres

are very energy intensive and

need to be permanently air con-

ditioned to be cooled. The vol-

ume of stored data doubles

every two years.

l Increased anxiety and fear, po-

larization, fragmentation of a

shared context, and loss of

trust are some of the most ap-

parent impacts of digital pol-

lution. Potential degradation of

intellectual and emotional ca-

pacities, such as critical thinking,

personal authority, and emo-

tional well-being, are massive.

l The most significant contributor

to our individual Internet carbon

footprints is our use of online

video, which generates 60% of

world data flows and over 300

million tonnes of  CO2 per year.

What are the main disadvan-
tages?

1. Addiction, time-waster, and

causes distractions

2. Bullying, trolls, stalkers and

crime: A person who uses the

Internet very frequently can face

abusive or trolls’ people. An-

other issue cyberbullying is also

increasing rapidly over the years.

3. Spam and advertising: The

Internet is the best place to ad-

vertise any service or product

as compared to traditional ad-

vertising methods. But you

might see more spam in your

inbox than junk mail in real life

because digital advertising can

be sent on a massive scale

4. Pornographic & violent images

5. Never being able to disconnect

from work

6. Identity theft, hacking, vi-

ruses, and cheating: There are

various malicious users and

computer hackers that can steal

your personal information and

hack accounts, which can be

used for identity theft and can

be harmful to you personally.

7. Distracts focus and patience:

The sites have an instant gratifi-

cation effect that we use on the

Internet every day.  Getting in-

formation this way can affects

your interactions and make you

more impatient and less focused

on your activities.

8. Health issues and obesity: If
you are surfing the Internet fre-

quently, playing games and

spending too much time on the

computer, it can also lead to

obesity and an unhealthy lifestyle.

9. Depression, loneliness, and
social isolation: The Internet

also becomes a reason lead to

depression as many people tend

to compare their lives with oth-

ers on social networking sites.

10. Buying things that you don’t
need: The Internet provides

advantages for consumers to

make purchasing, so users can

purchase products frequently

without putting much thought

into whether they should.

11. Not a safe place for children:
There are many unethical and

pornography communities are

available on the Internet that can

cause to distract their mind.

12. Viruses/Malwares: The fre-

quently use of the Internet may

infect your system from virus-

es that can damage your valu-

able data, which is difficult to

recover. These viruses enter into

the system through USBs, CIDs,

and the Internet.

We can follow few simple tips

to reduce the impact of your in-

ternet usage on the environment.

1. Deleting emails is the easiest

way to reduce your carbon footprint

on the computer. If  every person

only deleted 10 of those emails,

they could save 1,72,500 gigabytes

of storage space and around 55.2

million kilowatts of  power.

2. Keep Your Laptop And

Other Digital Equipment For

Longer Periods.

EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment

[Conitnued on page no. 37]
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Guhila Rajputs between the 7th and 10th century
AD in Mewar (Southern Rajasthan), Part-I

A look at the 7th

century map of

Mewar clearly

proves that

Southern

Rajasthan was the

lineage domain of

the Guhila Rajputs.

Prof. Nandini

Kapur Sinha

Evidence of  the beginnings of  state formation at a local level in Mewar can be

traced to the seventh century. Two centres of  Guhila royal families at Näg-

da-Ahada and Kiskindha in the Mewar hills and a small Guhila chief at Dhava-

gartâ (Dhor in Jahazpurtahsil, Bhilwara district) in the upper Banas plain under the

suzerainty of the Moris (later Mauryas of eastern Rajasthan and western Uttar

Pradesh) of  Chittaurgarh appear on the map of  seventh century Mewar. We

identify this royal family as the Guhilas of Nagda-Aha a not on the basis of their

initial or later capital towns but on the basis of the area under their control in the

seventh century. Nagdâ is only 22 km north of  Ahada (modern Udaipur). It is

beyond doubt that this family based at Nagda must have controlled a territory

that lay 22 km south of their seat of power during this period.

These Guhila chiefs began their career in the Nagda-Aha a belt of the west-

ern Berachvalley in Udaipur district. In the seventh century, Guhila power was

confined to this belt. The Guhilas of Kiþkindha based themselves in the southern

portion of the Mewar hills touching Bagar (tribal pocket of the Bhils) locality in

the middle Mahi basin (northern part of Dungarpur district). Kiþkindha is iden-

tified with present Kalyanpur in southern Udaipur district, bordering Dungarpur.

Guhila acknowledgement of the Mori sovereigns is evident from the subor-

dinate titles of the Kiskindha Guhilas, such as vapt-asesamahasabdah, samadhiga-

ta-panc-mahasabdah, samuparjjita-pancmahasabdah, etc. It is also reflected that

Dhavagarta Guhila chief  Dhanika’s reference to his overlord as parama-bham-

maraka-maharajadhiraja-paramesvarasridhavalappadevapravardhamanarajye as

well as in the title of raval for the legendary Bappa Raval (ancestor of the Nagda-

Ahada Guhila family). Their limited territorial control is obvious not only from

the proximity of the Moris of Chittaurgarh but more importantly from their

simple claims to social status. If  a small Guhila chief  of  Dhavagartã referred to

himself merely as guhilaputra- namsridhanika, Guhila kings of Kiskindha and

Nagda-Ahada introduced themselves simply as guhilaputtranavaye, guhilanara-
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dhipavaAse, and guhilanvaya.

However, Guhila acknowledge-

ment of Mori sovereignty did not

minimize the Guhila predominance

in the seventh century Mewar.

There is no evidence in the records

to prove that the Moris settled

these Guhila rulers in these three

different nuclear centres. On the

contrary, there is Mori acknowl-

edgement of Mewar as the do-

main of  the Guhilas. The fact is

evident from the following ex-

pression in the Dabok inscription:

‘guhilaputranamsri (dh) anikasyop-

abhu (jya) manayam (dha)-vagar-

tayam’. This literally means that the

village of Dhavagartã lay in the

domain (or in the enjoyment) of

Guhilaputra Sri Dhanika. The fam-

ily was not settled by the Mori sov-

ereign through the system of land

grants. Therefore, the term bhujya-

mana indicates that the Moris for-

mally recognized the Guhilas as the

most prominent political element

in the locality of Dhavagarta.

The emphasis upon guhilapu-

tra, guhilänvaya, guhilanaradhipa-

vamse, etc., made both by the Kis-

kindha and Nagda-Ahada Guhilas

also indicates an attempt to high-

light their lineage (in the sense of

vamsa) identity. Hence, the Mewar

hills had emerged as the domain

of the Guhila royal families and

their kinsmen.

The creation of lineage do-

main and mobilization of lineage

power in areas of pre-state polity

(absence of local states) such as the

Mewar hills of the pre-seventh cen-

tury period evidently involved

change of the economic pattern of

the region by expansive lineages. In

this case, the emergence of ‘ruling

lineages’ (royal families originating

from different vamsas), would

correspond to ‘primary state for-

mation’ and introduction of mo-

narchical rule. Evidences have been

cited from early medieval north

Rajasthan, Gujarat, south India and

the Deccan in which close relation-

ships between lineage and territo-

ry were expressed through territo-

rial names, e.g. Gurjarabhumi,

Gurjaratra, Gurjaradharitri and

Gurjaradhara for the Gurjaras in

north Rajasthan and Gujarat, Cola

nadu, Cera-nadu, Tondai-nadu,

Ganga-padi, Nolamba-padi, etc.,

for the south and the Deccan. Un-

doubtedly, such lineages originat-

ed from agrarian bases.

Richard G. Fox in his discus-

sion on the formation of  a lineage,

views the lineage ancestors as agri-

cultural entrepreneurs. Marc Bloch

traces the origin of some of the

seigniorial families in medieval

Europe to a similar process. The

ancestors of others, perhaps, were

among those rich peasants of

whose transformation into land-

lords, each with group of tene-

ments, we catch a glimpse in cer-

tain documents of the tenth cen-

tury.” Thus, formation of  lineage

domains entailed a process of

transformation of  the rich peas-

ants of a particular lineage into

landlords. The ultimate success in

the growth of these landlords

would manifest itself in their as-

sumption of political or royal pow-

er.  In other words, it is the assump-

tion of ‘kingship’ which would dis-

tinguish these lineage heads from

the rest of  society. Once a family

of the dominant lineage trans-

formed itself  into a royal house in

its domain, the process of state

formation began at the local level.

Neither contemporary nor

succeeding Guhila sources speak

of matrimonial relations between

the three Guhila ruling families.

Lineage exogamy suggests possi-

ble ancestral connections, howev-

er remote, between these Guhila

families. But the process of  the

political rise of the Guhila lineages

and the formation of  Guhila roy-

al houses was uneven, leaving its

mark on the phenomenon of state

formation.

The beginning of the process

of  state formation at a local level

in Mewar is amply borne out by a

prosperous agrarian base of the

local Guhila states in the seventh

century including settlements in the

tribal belt. It is also corroborated

by the evidence of political incor-

poration of  the Tocal chiefs

through a system of ranking and

distribution of  roles and services,

and through royal patronage of

local sects and cults. Theagrarian

base of the Dhavagarta Guhila is

evident by the Guhila grant of

saradyagraismkaksetram (fields that

can be tilled in autumn as well as

in summer). The boundaries of the

donated plots touched the fields

of many other individuals, indicat-

ing the presence of many more

well cultivated fields in the village.

What is most significant are the

references to the araghamma (or

Persian wheel).

These irrigational works were

owned both by individuals and by

the royal family. Just like vahiyali-

namaraghammakcetram (field irri-

gated by araghatta named vahiya-

li), reference is also made to ra-

jakiyaaraghammakullya (aragham-

ma owned by the royal house).

These references are indicative of

royal and individual initiative in

expanding agricultural fields, within

the spatial limits of the village. Such

initiatives point to conscious at-

tempts to strengthen the resource

base of  the locality.      qq

HistoryHistoryHistoryHistoryHistory
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Press Release

Union Budget: 2022-23- Good for Growth, but

lacks push on employment
Swadeshi Jagarn Manch believes that the Union Budget 2022-23 is a growth oriented budget with suffi-

cient push for development of infrastructure of various kind including digital infrastructure, infrastructure of

education, potable water and housing for poor. Giving a push to PM Gati Shakti Master Plan can go a long

way towards more efficient infrastructure and reduction in logistic cost to make the economy competitive. A

quantum jump of 35 percent in capital expenditure, taking capital expenditure in the budget to over rupees 7.5

lakh crores, can improve the future growth prospects in the country.

We are also happy to note that continuing its

thrust for Aatmanirbhar Bharat, the Finance Minis-

ter has adopted a calibrated approach towards pro-

tecting domestic industry, which has been badly hit

due to the excessive obsession for globalization. We

are sure that the Production Link Incentive (PLI)

scheme will go a long way towards self-reliance in

these sectors. We hope that the declared push to-

wards production of semi-conductors and solar

power equipment will go a long way in making the

economy self-reliant in these segments.

Announcement of minimum tax of 15 percent for cooperative sector and capping of surcharge on long

term capital gains on equities for unlisted companies not only ends anomaly, will help attracting more domes-

tic investors. Continuation of  tax free holiday to start up is also a welcome step. Allowing 15 per cent lower

tax  for new units in MSME sector upto 31/03/2024 is also welcome.

We are also appreciative of  the budget for its push for natural farming, zero budget farming and organic

farming. We also welcome government’s announcement to declare 2023 as National Millet Year. However, we

feel that limiting the chemical free farming endeavour to only a limited area, it should be extended to more

parts of  the country, where only limited chemicals are be used in farming. Farmer Producer Organisations

(FPOs) are our new rural start ups and there is an urgent need to simplify the formation of  FPOs including

reducing the membership requirement to 50. Fiscal support for new FPOs is also urgently needed.

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch expresses its concerns for very limited efforts towards promotion of small

scale industry and creation of  employment in the country. We understand that the there is an urgent need to

promote self  employment in the country, for which central as well as state governments need to push entre-

preneurship development programs (EDPs), infuse more funds and seed capital for small businesses, which

can motivate the youth to start their own enterprises. There is a need for an Entrepreneurship Development

Centre in each district of  the country. We welcome the scheme for enhanced lending to MSME sector by

extending the guarantee cover for such loans. However, we feel that government support by way of  equity

subsidy is something which is urgently required.

Though the budget 2022-23 has provided for taxing the income from the virtual digital assets at the rate

of 30 percent and taxing the gift of virtual digital asset at the hands of recipients, Swadeshi Jagaran Manch

firmly believes that looking at the dangers of  national security, the menace of  money laundering and other

related dangers emanating from the transactions in cryptos, ban on private crypto currencies is the only solu-

tion. However, the announcement of the issue of Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is a welcome move.

Dr Ashwani Mahajan

National Co Convenor
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SJM voices concern over
Budget’s ‘lack’ of push to

employment

Swadeshi Jagran Manch voiced its concerns over

“very limited efforts” unveiled in the Union Budget

towards “creation of employment” and “promotion

of small scale industry”. However, it hailed the over-

all exercise as “growth oriented” with sufficient push

for development of infrastructure of various kinds

including digital.

“We understand that there is an urgent need to

promote self  employment in the country, for which

the central as well as state governments need to push

entrepreneurship development programs (EDPs), in-

fuse more funds and seed capital for small business-

es, which can motivate the youth to start their own

enterprises. There is a need for an Entrepreneurship

Development Centre in each district of  the country,”

SJMsaid a day after the Union Budget was presented

in the Parliament.

SJM, though welcomed the scheme for enhanced

lending to MSME sector by extending the guarantee
cover for such loans, it said, “we feel that govern-
ment support by way of equity subsidy is something
which is urgently required

SJM’s statement camea day after the BJP hailed
theUnion Budget with a televised address of Prime

Minister Narendra Modi callingthe exercise as one
which will give wings to the ambition of the youth
and targetsproviding basic necessities to the poor and
the middle class. The Prime Minister also said that the
Budget will create new opportunities for jobs and
growth.

While the SJM welcomed the announcement of
the issue of Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC),
it made an unequivocal pitch for the ban on cryp-
tocurrency.

“Though the budget 2022-23 has provided for
taxing the income from the virtual digital assets at the

rate of 30 per cent and taxing gift of virtual digital
asset at the hands of recipients, Swadeshi Jagaran-
Manch firmly believes that looking at the dangers to-
national security, the menace of  money laundering and
other related jeopardies emanating from the transac-
tions in cryptos, ban on private crypto currencies is

the only solution,” SJM said
The SJM’s media statement issued under the head-

er ‘Union Budget: 2022-23- Good for Growth, but

lacks push on employment’said while it is apprecia-

tive of  the Budget for its push for natural farming,

zero budget farming and organic farming, and also

welcomes the government’s announcement to declare

2023 as National Millet Year, it, however, feels in-

stead of  limiting the “chemical free farming’endeavour

to only a limited area, it should be extended to more

parts of  the country, where “only limited chemicals

are being used”in farming

“Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs) are our

new rural startups and there is an urgent need to sim-

plify the formation of  FPOs. including reducing the

membership requirement to 50. Fiscal support for

new FPOs is also urgently needed,” the SJM said

SJM said that the Manch believes that giving a

push to PM Gati Shakti Master Plan can go a long

way towards more efficient infrastructure and reduc-

tion in logistic cost to make the economy competi-

tivewhilequantum jump of 35 per cent in capital ex-

penditure, taking capital expenditure in the Budget to

over Rs 7.5 lakh crore, can improve the future growth

prospects in the country
https://www.deccanherald.com/business/union-budget/rss-body-sjm-voices-concern-over-budgets-lack-of-push-to-

employment-1077307.html

SJM seeks ban on overseas
listing of Indian startups

SJM has expressed concerns about the increas-

ing trend among startups to register abroad, saying at

least 29 Indian startups and entities like Flipkart have

registered abroad. This according to them leads to

loss of revenue for the Indian government and there-

fore no direct overseas listing should be allowed.

The Swadeshi Jagran Manch has focused on

small businesses in its pre-budget recommendations,

urging government to bring back the policy of re-

serving certain commodities for manufacturing by

small scale industries only.

They have also said weighted deductions or in-

centives to small industries must be provided to help

them create more jobs and small businesses should

get equity support as well.

SJM has said the government must look at pro-

viding special incentives other than PLI scheme for

encouraging manufacturing of goods which are heavily

imported. They have said that government can in-

crease scope for MNREGA to allow hiring by small

scale industries and farmers to encourage job creation.
https://www.cnbctv18.com/videos/economy/budget-2022-swadeshi-jagran-manch-seeks-ban-on-overseas-listing-of-

indian-startups-12192002.htm
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SJM asks FSSAI to withdraw
draft regulations on GM foods

Swadeshi Jagran Manch on Saturday asked the

FSSAI to withdraw its draft regulations on genetically

modified foods, describing the food safety regula-

tor’s proposals as a ‘’prescription’’ for a public health

disaster and a ‘’recipe’’ for increasing the risks of

COVID-19 infections amid the pandemic.

Raising objections to the draft regulations in a

communication to the Food Safety and Standards Au-

thority of India (FSSAI), the RSS body also slammed

the regulator for ‘’overstepping’’ its jurisdiction and called

the proposed regulations ‘’irresponsible’’, saying they

will only deregulate genetically engineered food items

in the country if brought into effect.

‘’The FSSAI’s draft is designed to create markets

for the global GMO (Genetically Modified Organ-

isms) and processed food industry at the cost of our

public health, our sovereignty and safety. FSSAI can-

not be allowed to rob us of our health and free-

dom,” (SJM) said.

‘’We demand that the FSSAI withdraw this draft

notification and safeguard public health and environ-

ment,’’ SJM added.

The food safety regulator had in November last

year sought public comments on the draft regulation

on manufacture, storage, distribution, sale and import

of any food or food ingredient derived from genet-

ically modified organisms (GMOs).

‘’You are overstepping your jurisdiction by draft-

ing regulations for GMO which are in fact a deregu-

lation,’’ the SJM said submitting its comments with

the FSSAI on the proposed Food Safety and Stan-

dards (Genetically Modified or Engineered Foods)

Regulations, 2021.

The SJM underlined that the Environment Min-

istry is the nodal body for regulation of  biosafety.

‘’The notification of August 23, 2007 of the

Ministry of Environment only allowed you to regu-

late the safety of foodstuffs, not living modified or-

ganisms and live GMOs, under Rule 11 of the 1989

Rules for Regulating GMOs under the Environment

Protection Act of  1989,’’ the SJM noted.

‘’You (FSSAI) do not have the power or au-

thority to deal with exports and imports of GMOs

which under Rule 7 continue to be under the jurisdic-

tion of  the GEAC (Genetic Engineering Appraisal

Committee). You are an authority under the Ministry

of Health whose mandate is to protect the health of
the Indian people,’’ it contended.

The FSSAI should understand that biosafety reg-
ulations are designed to protect the environment and

public health, it added.
The SJM said that the proposed regulations are

‘’completely weak and irresponsible’’ and asked the
FSSAI why does it not act against ‘’illegal GM foods’’
being sold, without any regulatory clearance, instead
‘’proposing to allow GMOs in India’’.

‘’It is well established that processed and ultra-pro-
cessed foods are the root cause of noncommunicable
chronic disease epidemic. By promoting GMO indus-
trial food, FSSAI is causing a double harm to public
health, first by allowing GMOs in our food, and also
promoting industrial processing,’’ the SJM charged.

SJM said that while people across the world pre-

fer non-GM food items, people in India and the state
governments do not want GM foods. Public health is
a state government subject as per Indian Constitution,it
said and asked, ‘’How can FSSAI can ignore public
choices, health implications and environmental hazards.’’

‘’We are in the midst of  a pandemic. It is now

recognised that morbidity due to COVID-19 is due
to presence of commodity factors such as diabetes,
cancer, hypertension which are related to ‘toxics’ in
our food and processed food. Your irresponsible draft
regulation is thus a recipe for increasing the risks of

COVID-19. You are prescribing a public health di-

saster,’’ it added.
https://www.freepressjournal.in/business/swadeshi-jagran-manch-asks-fssai-to-withdraw-draft-regulations-on-gm-foods

Avoid Chinese Investment, SJM
Tells India Inc Using Paytm

Buyout Plan as Example

Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) has asked Indian

industries to shun Chinese investment as it may not

find favour with the Modi government’s policy re-

garding China amid the border stand-off.
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SJM said India’s trade with China will go down

further as the government looks to plan more restric-

tions on Chinese imports and encourage domestic

production.

While SJM has always been against Chinese im-

ports and investment in the country, the recent cau-

tion issued by SJM was prompted after the Insurance

Regulatory Development Authority of  India (IRDAI)

rejected issuing licence to Paytm for buying out an

insurance company. This was done as Paytm had

Chinese investment, SJM said.

“It is writing on the wall. Chinese investment is

harmful for the country and also for them. If  Paytm

has been denied a licence to venture into the insurance

sector then one can foresee the future of companies

having Chinese investment,” said SJM.

Earlier, the commerce and industry minister Piy-

ush Goyal maintained that trade deficit with China

has come down from $48 billion in 2014-15 to $44

in 2021. He also said there has not been any extraor-

dinary increase in trade with China.

The caution assumes significance as the SJM has

been batting for promotion of the Indian industry

and Swadeshi for making the country self-reliant and

also giving suggestions to various government agen-

cies in formulating policies.

SJM said he believes Paytm case will be an ex-

ample for Indian startups that they should rely on in-

vestment from Indian companies.

“Through IPOs, money can be raised. India’s

growth story should be written on by Indian funds. How

can a country grow on foreign funds? I would urge

start-ups to not go for Chinese investments,” said SJM.

Earlier too, the SJM had called for boycott of

Chinese products and companies. In 2017, it had writ-

ten to PM Modi against awarding government con-

tracts to two Chinese firms.
https://www.news18.com/news/india/avoid-chinese-investment-swadeshi-jagran-manch-tells-india-inc-using-paytm-

buyout-plan-as-example-4620890.html

 ‘We Have to Have a Similar
Mindset’: PM Modi

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi talked

about cryptocurrency at the World Economic Forum’s

virtual Davos Agenda conference Monday.

“The challenges we have been facing are also

increasing. To counter these, there is a need for collec-

tive and synchronized action by every country, every

global agency. These supply chain disruptions, infla-

tion, and climate change are examples of these. An-

other example is cryptocurrency,” Prime Minister Modi

said, elaborating:

The kind of  technology that is associated with

it, the decisions taken by a single country will be in-

sufficient to deal with its challenges. We have to have

a similar mindset.

This is not the first time Prime Minister Modi

has called on countries to collaborate on cryptocur-

rency. In December last year, he said at the summit

hosted by U.S. President Joe Biden that cryptocur-

rency should be used to empower democracy. In

November, he urged countries to collaborate on bit-

coin and cryptocurrency to ensure that they do not fall

into the wrong hands.

The Indian government has been working on a

regulatory framework for cryptocurrency for quite

some time. A bill titled “The Cryptocurrency and

Regulation of Official Digital Currency” was listed

to be considered in the winter session of parliament

but it was not taken up. The government is

now reworking the bill. Modi will reportedly take

the final decision on India’s cryptocurrency regulation.

The Reserve Bank of  India (RBI), however, has

called on the Indian government to completely ban

cryptocurrency. In its recent meeting of  the central

board of directors, the central bank said that a partial

ban will not work. The RBI has repeatedly warned

about the risks cryptocurrency poses to the country’s
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financial system. The Swadeshi Jagran Manch has also

urged the Indian government to ban cryptocurrency.

The Indian crypto industry is currently seeking

clarity regarding taxation in the Union Budget 2022-

23. The efforts came after the Directorate General

of GST Intelligence (DGGI) raided major crypto

exchanges and found massive tax evasion.

Meanwhile, neighboring country Pakistan is also

working on its regulatory framework on cryptocur-

rency. The country’s central bank, the State Bank of

Pakistan (SBP), has recently recommended a complete

ban on cryptocurrency.
https://news.bitcoin.com/indias-prime-minister-modi-global-collaboration-crypto-similar-mindset/

Russia mulls ban on
cryptocurrency use and mining

Russian central bank has proposed a ban on cryp-

tocurrency use and mining on Russian territory. The

bank has cited threats posed by cryptocurrency to fi-

nancial stability, citizens’ wellbeing and its monetary

policy sovereignty. Russia has for years, argued against

cryptocurrencies claiming that they could be used to

fund terrorism or for money laundering. Russia even-

tually gave cryptocurrencies legal status in 2020 but

banned their use as means of payment.

In a report published on Thursday, the central

bank said speculative demand primarily determined

News

cryptocurrencies’ rapid growth and that they carried

characteristics of a financial pyramid, warning that

bubbles in the market could form, threatening finan-

cial stability and citizens.

The bank proposed preventing financial institu-

tions from carrying out any operations with cryptocur-

rencies and said mechanisms should be developed to

block transactions aimed at buying or selling cryp-

tocurrencies for fiat, or traditional currencies. The pro-

posed ban includes crypto exchanges.

Russians are active cryptocurrency users, the cen-

tral bank said, with an annual transaction volume of

about $5 billion.

Governments across the world are cracking down

on cryptocurrencies due to worry that privately oper-

ated highly volatile digital currencies could undermine

their control of  financial and monetary systems.      qq

https://www.wionews.com/business-economy/russia-mulls-ban-on-cryptocurrency-use-and-mining-446224

We consume (buy and dis-

card) huge numbers of different

tech devices every year so that we

can be connected to the Internet,

and the greenest gesture we can put

into practice to reduce our digital

footprint is certainly to limit this

consumption.

3. Avoid Over-Consuming

Video Streaming.

Streaming is now one of the

biggest consumers of  energy re-

garding our Internet usage. The

transfer of real-time data for vid-

eos, often viewed in high defini-

tion quality, generates quite high

energy consumption. The website

designers build their webpages

with automatic launching videos

that increase the weight of the data

to be loaded by users. It is also the

case with major web platforms.

4. Be reasonable with the

“cloud” and online storage.

In the same way as stream-

ing, online storage solutions like the

cloud cause a lot of  energy

consumption. Each photo or data

you store online must be perma-

nently preserved on a server that

needs to be powered.

5. Learn how to use your

equipment better.

A large part of  energy con-

sumption linked to the Internet of-

ten comes from the bad use of

equipment. Most of the consumers

leave their internet box turned on

during the night, which consumes

energy for nothing. Many consum-

ers also continue to use 4G at home

instead of their wifi, but browsing

wifi consumes much less energy than

browsing the mobile network. 

6. Manage Your Emails Bet-

ter (Without Necessarily Deleting

Them)

q Send fewer emails and limit the

number of recipients;

q Write emails in text format rath-

er than HTML.

q Unsubscribe from the newslet-

ters you’re no longer reading;

We need to contain menace

of internet pollution. qq

[Conitnued from page no. 30]

The Menace of Internet ...
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* Corporate surcharge to be reduced from 12% to

7%

* No change in personal income tax slabs

* Spectrum auction to be conducted for 5G rollout

within 2022-23

* GST collections for January 2022 highest ever at

Rs 1,40,000 crore

* Both Centre and States govt employees' tax de-

duction limit to be increased from 10% to 14% to

help the social security benefits of state govt em-

ployees and bring them at par with the Central

govt employees

* Long-term capital gains on equities capped at 15%

* Additional allocation of Rs 19,500 crore for solar

modules under PLI scheme

* For taxation of  any virtual digital asset, an income

tax will be levied at 30% at the time of transfer of

such assets, with no relaxations. A TDS of  1%

will be levied for transactions above a certain

threshold. No deductions and exemptions allowed.

Loss from transfer of such assets cannot be set

off against any other income

* Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme

(ECLGS) scheme has been extended till March

2023, with an expanded guarantee cover of Rs 5

lakh crore.

* Data centre, energy storage system to be given

infrastructure status

* Govt proposes digital rupee using blockchain start-

ing 2022

* Special Economic Zones Act will be replaced with

new legislation for the development of enterprise

and hubs. It will cover the existing industrial en-

claves and enhance the competitiveness of exports

* Govt will promote a shift to public transit usage

through special zones with zero tolerance for non-

public transit and encourage EVs only operations.

Battery swapping policy will be brought out along

with inter-operability standards.

* E-passports with embedded chips will be issued

by 2023. These e-passports with futuristic tech-

nology will enhance the experience for citizens.

* Five academic educational institutions will be de-

clared centres of excellence and receive an endow-

ment fund of Rs 250 crore each

* Proposes to set up 75 digital banking centres in 75

districts by commercial banks. In 2022, 100% of

1.5 lakh post offices will come on core banking

system to facilitate financial inclusion

* FM says border villages with sparse population

and limited infrastructure to be covered under vi-

brant villages programme. Housing, tourist cen-

tre, DTH etc to be provided

* 80 lakh affordable houses by 2023

* 2 lakh angadwadis will be updated

* National Mental Health programme will be

launched to address mental health issues, caused

by the pandemic. 23 mental health institutions will

be initiated. For mental health counselling, a Na-

tional Tele Mental Health Program will be launched.

* Children, especially in government schools have

lost 2 years of  education. For this, one class, one

TV channel will be expanded from 12 to 200 TV

channels

* Support will be provided for branding millet

products nationally and internationally

* Digitisation of  land records a priority, will use

Kisan drones for land records

* Growth trajectory of 9.2 percent on track

* PM Gati Shakti is driven by 7 engines: roads, rail-

ways, airports, ports, mass transport, waterways.

logistics infra. All 7 engines will pull forward the

Economy in unison

* Rs 20k crore to boost transport infra

* Chemical-free natural farming will be promoted

across India

* 60 lakh jobs will be created in the next 5 years

* Public issue of LIC expected shortly

* Priorities of the Budget include big public invest-

ment for modern infra, which will raise produc-

tivity

* National Railways Programme will be taken up

on PPP mode, 400 new Vande Bharat trains in 3

years

* In hilly areas, to improve connectivity, convienence

and boost tourism, 8 projects for length of 60

kms in PPP mode

* This Budget hopes to lay the foundation for Am-

rit Kal from India at 75 to India at 100

* High quality e-content through digital teachers, ra-

dio, internet, television          qq

Union Budget 2022-23

Highlights
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